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In a fundamental paper [ 121, Hochschild and Serre studied the cohomology 
of a group extension: 
l+K+G+G/K+l. 
They introduced a spectral sequence relating the cohomology of G (with a 
suitable filtration) to the cohomologies of G/K and K. In later developments, 
Charlap and Vasquez [5, 61 showed that, under suitable restrictions, d, of the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence can be described as the cup product with 
certain “characteristic” cohomology classes. In the special case where K is a 
free abelian group L of finite rank N and when G splits over K by r = G/K, 
these characteristic classes v 2t lie in H2(r, fP1(L, H,(L, Z))). Through 
straightforward, though formidable, procedures, Charlap and Vasquez 
found a number of interesting results concerning these characteristic classes. 
However, these characteristic classes still appeared mysterious and difficult 
to handle. 
The purpose of the present paper is to present a procedure to determine 
the most important one of these characteristic classes. To be precise, Charlap 
and Vasquez showed that vZt E H2(F, fPl(L, H,(L, Z))) have orders dividing 
2; vsl = 0 and vpt = 0 holds for all t if and only if v22 = 0. They also showed 
that vZt are functorial in r so that vZt are universal when .F = GL(N, Z). 
We show that H2(GL(N, Z), HI(L, H,(L, Z))) is a group of order 2 for N > 2, 
and when N > 2, its generator is the universal characteristic class. Along the 
way, we calculate a number of cohomology groups similar to the one described. 
Our results and procedures can be applied to study the torsion of the total 
space of certain fibered varieties over symmetric space with abelian varieties 
for fibers (cf. Kuga [14]). Th ese applications will appear in a subsequent 
paper. Some of the cohomology group calculations are also useful in the study 
of finite simple groups. Indeed, one of the phenomena that persists throughout 
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our calculations seems to indicate that non-vanishing results are attributable 
to exceptional isomorphisms between classical finite groups or to some 
exceptional simple finite groups. In this vague sense, the present work can 
also be viewed as a study of the singular behavior of the geometry of finite 
vector spaces when there are not enough elements. 
The paper is organized in the following manner: 
Section I recapitulates results of Hochschild-Serre and Charlap-Vasquez. 
We have taken the liberty of reproducing an elegant argument of Lieberman 
on spectral sequences. A group theoretic interpretation of the characteristic 
class era2 is given. In particular, the universal characteristic class is related to 
a universal group extension and its automorphism group. Aside from a 
fundamental example of Charlap-Vasquez, we by-pass the “chain-homotopy” 
arguments used by them. 
Section II recapitulates known results on the representation theory of the 
finite Chevalley groups SL(Z + 1, FJ. In particular, a result of Wong is 
essential. It is combined with the Congruence Subgroup Theorem of Bass- 
Milnor-Serre and the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to reduce the 
calculation of torsions of order p in H2(SL(Z + 1, Z), Horn@, A2(L))) to the 
calculation of Hr(SL(Z + 1, IF& Hom( V, c12( V))) with I’ = L&L. An 
important, though completely trivial, fact is the observation that an additive 
homomorphism between vector spaces over the prime field F, is automatically 
linear over lFD . This is used without mention at several critical places; it also 
appears to be a stumbling block preventing our arguments from being 
generalized in the obvious way. 
Section III goes into detailed calculations of the relevant cohomology 
groups. The calculations are inductive and are based on “boot-strapping” the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. The entire procedure appears to be 
circular in that we obtain results on the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
by using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence over and over again. Some 
of these calculations resemble the calculations of “algebraic K-theory.” In a 
few places, we substituted sketches of the basic ideas in place of tedious hand 
computations (something like 50 pages of matrix multiplications). To 
compensate for these omissions, we carried out the proofs in such a manner 
that the omitted calculations have no effect on our assertions except for the 
cases corresponding to the omissions. These calculations are then combined 
to yield the assertions concerning universal characteristic classes. 
Section IV presents a few concluding remarks pointing out some unsolved 
problems. It also includes a few vague remarks concerning possible relations 
between our results with results announced by Quillen (as shown to us by 
Garland). 
It is apparent that we have greatly benefitted from conversations with many people. 
In particular, conversations with L. S. Charlap, M. Kuga, and A. T. Vasquez provided 
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much of the motivation. We are also indebted to I. Satake for showing us Lieberman’s 
result, to W. Wong for clarifications on his theorem, to D. Prener for taking the pain 
of checking the omitted hand computations, and to H. Garland and S. P. Wang for a 
number of useful comments towards the end of the paper. Finally, it should be noted 
that a number of deep results borrowed from the literature have been relegated 
(unjustly) to the status of Propositions while the main results of this paper are labeled 
as Theorems. 
I. HOCHSCHILD-SJBRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
Many of the results in this section are well known. They are recorded for 
convenience as well as for fixing our notations. Basic references are 
Hochschild-Serre [12] and Charlap-Vasquez [5,6]. Let 
(1) l-+K+G-+G/K+l 
be an exact sequence of groups. For each left G-module M we have the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence {E:**(M), d:*} with r 3 2 andp, 4 3 0. 
Eimq(M) z Hp(G/K, H*(K, M)) and 
(2) cl;**: E;**(M) -+ E;+r*q--C+l(M). 
When there is no confusion, the superscripts p and q will be left out. In 
general, E,.+,(M) is isomorphic to the homology of E,.(M). We will often 
view E:‘:(M) as a quotient group of a suitable subgroup of E:**(M). 
For a fixed exact sequence (1) the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is a 
covariant functor in M. If we define morphisms of exact sequences of groups 
in the obvious manner, then the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is a 
contravariant functor. E, terms of the spectral sequence leads to the following 
seven term exact sequence: 
(3) o- Hl(G/K, Ho& M)) =+ H1(G, M) % HO(G/K, Hl(K, M)) 
A H2(G/K, HO(K, M)) -% H2(G, M), tg Hl(G/K, Hl(K, M)) 
--% H3(G/K, HO(K, M)). 
The group H2(G, M), is defined by the exact sequence: 
(4) 0 - H2(G, M), - H2(G, M) 388 H2(K, M)‘=. 
We recall that H”(G, M) = MC is the group of G-fixed points on M. The 
restriction, inflation, and transgression maps are denoted by res, inf, and tg, 
respectively. The exact sequence (3) can be jacked up whenever suitable 
Hi(K, M) vanish. 
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Let S be a subgroup of finite index in G. We then have the corestriction 
map: cores: P(S, M) ---f Hi(G, M). The composition cores o res in multi- 
plication by 1 G : S 1 on Hi(G, M). If G is a finite group and S is a subgroup of 
index not divisible by the prime p, then Hi(G, M), i > 0, is a torsion group 
annihilated by the order 1 G 1 of G such that the p-primary component of 
Hi(G, M) is isomorphic to a direct summand of Hi(S, M). In particular 
when G is a finite group with 1 K 1 and 1 G : K 1 relatively prime, then the 
spectral sequence collapses and we have: 
(5) Hi(G, M) s Hi(G/K, MK) u Hi(K, M)G’K, 
when i > 0 and (I G/K ],I K I) = 1. 
An important feature of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is that it is 
multiplicative in M. Namely, for any G-pairing of G-modules A, B, and C: 
(6) .:A@B+C 
we obtain a pairing (of abelian groups): 
(7) EFsq(A) @ ES,St(B) -+ E;+sSq+t(C). 
The differential d, then satisfies the product formula: 
(8) d,(a . b) = d,(a) . b + (-l)“+*u . d,(b). 
This Z-pairing also satisfies the obvious associative law. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume the exact sequence (1) splits and assume the 
G-module M is K-trivial. Let K and G/K have cohomological dimension Df 
(f for jber) and D, (b for base), respectiveb (DY and D, may be injinite). Then, 
(a) Euro = Ez”(M)for allp, and 
(b) dFBq = 0 for q < r and for all Y > min(D, , Of). 
Proof. Under our assumptions M is a module for the sequence, 
G/K+ G -+ G/K, in which the composition is the identity. Consequently, 
the composition of the sequence, H*(G/K, M) + Hp(G, M) -+ HP(G/K, M), 
is also the identity. The first term is EC’(M) and the first map is injective. 
(a) follows by inspection from the spectral sequence. (b) follows from (a) and 
the definition of cohomological dimension. Q.E.D. 
From now on we will concentrate on the following special situation: 
Pa> O-+L+G=Lx,r+r+l 
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is assumed to be a split exact sequence of groups. The normal subgroup L 
is assumed to satisfy: 
(9b) L is free abelian of rank IV < CO. 
G will be viewed as the set of all pairs (x, a) with x in L and a in I’ with 
multiplication given by (x, ol)(y, p) = (X + a(y), UP) where a(y) = p(a)(y) 
and p: r -+ GL(N, Z) = Aut(L). It is easy to see that each integer m leads 
to a map pm carrying (x, a) onto (mx, a) such that pLm. is an endomorphism of 
the exact sequence (9a). Of course, pm can be replaced by any r-endomorphism 
OfL. 
!JJl(L, r) will now denote the category of all G-modules IM having the 
following properties: 
(94 M is Z-free of finite rank and L acts trivially on M. 
PROPOSITION 2. With the preceding notation, let M be an object in the 
category ‘$X(L, r). Then Hi(L, M) and H,(L, M) are objects in ‘$X(L, r)fo~ all i; 
moreover, Hi(L, M) E Hom(Hi(L, Z), M). 
Proof. The N-dimensional real torus is an Eilenberg-MacLane K(L, 1) 
space. H*(L, Z) and H,(L, Z) are isomorphic to the exterior algebras A(L*) 
and A(L) with L* = Hom(L, Z). The exterior products correspond to cup 
product and Pontryagin product, respectively. All these groups are Z-free of 
finite rank. It is well known that L acts trivially on Ha(L, M) and H,(L, M). 
Our assertions follow easily from universal coefficient theorem. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. Several of our later results are “formal” consequences of 
Proposition 2 together with properties of spectral sequences. Our special case 
can be generalized two ways: First, M can be assumed to be a freeF-module of 
finite type for a principal ideal domain F. Second, the lattice L can be replaced 
by a mod p lattice, namely, by assuming that L is a vector space of finite 
dimension N over the prime field F, . The burden then lies with the checking 
of the universal coefficient theorem. When L is a modp lattice, the coho- 
mology ring H*(L, F$,) involves polynomial algebras s(L*) with L* = 
Hom(L, [F,) lying in dimension 2 forp > 2 and in dimension 1 forp = 2. The 
presence of S(L*) re q uires a separate analysis. As will be shown, the cases of 
lattices in “one dimension lower” than the case of modp lattices. 
The following result generalizes a theorem of Charlap and Vasquez [6]. Our 
proof is merely a careful imitation of theirs. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the hypotheses of (9a), (9b) and (SC). Suppose there 
exist integers Y > 2 and t > 0 such that divt = *** = dsst = 0 holds for all s r-1 
andfor all objects in YJl(L, r). (This assumption is automatic ifs = 2 OY t < 1.) 
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(a) There is a canonical surjective homomorphism: 
8: E:‘(Ht(L, M)) -+ Q?(M) for all s and all M. 
(b) There is a characteristic class v,.~ in ErVt-‘+l(H,(L,Z)) with the + 
property: 
d:*t(x) = F’(x) - (-1)” * vrt for all x E Etnt(M) and all M. 
(c) v,.t is uniquely determined by the property stated in (b). 
(d) Let u: A -+ r be a group homomorphism so that p 0 u converts L into 
a A-module. Assume d,“mt = *a* = d,“?I = 0 also holds fog all s and for all 
objects in LDz(L, A). The characteristic lass wrt for the category ‘2R(L, A) is then 
the image of vTt under the map induced on spectral sequences. In particular, wat 
always exists and is the image of vZt. 
REMARK. The case Y = 2 is due to Charlap and Vasquez [6]. They did 
not work with the category !N(L, r). They fixed on the single object M = Z. 
As a consequence, (c) is not valid. The preceding theorem remains valid 
when L is taken to be a modp lattice and Z is replaced by the field F,, . If r is 
taken to be the full automorphism group of L, the resulting characteristic 
classes vat are universal. The vanishing of these universal characteristic 
classes is equivalent with the vanishing of all characteristic classes wst. In 
such an instance we have universal characteristic classes vst and so on. 
Proof. We conclude from Proposition 1 that E:‘(IP(L, M)) is isomorphic 
to Et”(Ht(L, M)). The assumption d,“st = *** = d**’ = 0 shows that r-1 
E:t(M) is a quotient group of Eiet(M) for each s and each M. The observation 
that L is trivial on Ht(L, M) shows that E2°(Ht(L, M)) is canonically isomor- 
phic to E2t(M). ( a ) f 11 o ows from combining these canonical homomorphisms. 
The r-pairing: Ht(L, M) @ H,(L,Z) -+ M described by means of 
Proposition 2 leads to a Z-pairing: 
E;O(Ht(L, M)) @ l$St(Ht(L, Z)) - gSt(M). 
The assumption di.t = a** = di”L”1 = 0 shows that E:“(H,(L, Z)) is 
E?(&(L, z>> = Hom~(~& z), f4(L, Z>>. 
This last group is a ring containing the identity map f t on H,(L, H). Each x 
in E:t(M) can be written as F(x) *ft. Set vTt = d:Bt(f “). (b) follows from 
the product formula (8) together with the fact that 
E ;+‘*-‘+l(Ht(L, M)) = 0 for Y 2 2. 
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We now consider the special case s = 0 and M = H,(L, Z). Our Z-pairing 
amounts to multiplication in the ring Hom,(H,(L, Z), H,(L, Z)). Suppose 
that u,t is a characteristic class having the same property as v,.~. We take 
x = ft and conclude that v,,~ = dfst(ft) = f t . uYt = u,.~. This proves (c). 
(d) follows from the fact that f t lies in Hom,(H,(L, Z), H,(L, 72)). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. With the preceding notation, assume P acts trivially on L. 
Then d:*t = 0 holds for all T, s, t and for all objects in )IJz(L, P). Consequently, 
F,**(M) = Ezt(M) and Hn(G, M) has an increasing sequence of subgroups with 
successive quotient groups isomorphic to E,“-t*t(M), 0 < t < n. 
Proof. We map r onto the trivial group and obtain a morphism of exact 
sequences. In positive dimensions, the trivial group has only trivial cohomo- 
logy. The first assertion follows from (d) of Theorem 3 together with 
induction on r. The remaining assertions are well-known consequences of 
E, = E, . Q.E.D. 
As a by-product of rather elaborate arguments, Charlap and Vasquez 
showed that vat has order dividing 2. The following elementary observations 
provide another proof. In view of(d) of Theorem 3, we can take r = GL(N, Z). 
vat therefore lies in the group H2(GL(N, Z), Ht-l(L, H,(L, Z))). Let 
o = -IdL E GL(N, Z). (T then induces the identity on H”(GL(N, Z), M). 
The induced action is defined by combining conjugation on GL(N, Z) by u 
together with u on M. The first is clearly the identity map. When M = 
Ht-l(L, H,(L, Z)) E Hom(llt-l(L), At(L)), D coincides with -Id, on M 
because t - 1 and t have opposite parity. As a result, the map induced by 0 
coincides with the coefficient homomorphism -Id. It follows that 
2H2(GL(N, Z), Ht-l(L, H,(L, Z))) = 0. 
In particular, 2vZt = 0. Similarly, 2v, t - 0 for r even. Another approach 
can be used to show that vrt has order dividing t!. For reasons that will 
become apparent, we will sketch the idea only. 
The exterior product in H,(L, Z) can be described explicitly in terms of the 
standard non-homogeneous complex, namely, H,(L, Z) can be identified with 
L in a canonical way. For x1 ,..., xt EL, the homology class in H,(L, Z) 
corresponding to xi A ... A xt is represented by C sgn(rr)[x,(o ,..., x,(,)1 where 
m ranges over all permutations of the set {I,..., t). The verification is not 
difficult. We first check that our expression is a t-cycle. Next let 
fi ,..., ft E Hom(L, Z) g H1(L, Z). 
The cup-product formula for cochains shows that: 
(fi U *.* Uft) (c (w(4h,) ,--, utd) = det(fhN. 
&12912-s 
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Our assertion then follows by letting xi ,..., zt and!, ,..., ft range over ordered 
dual E-bases for L and L*. 
Let gt be the t-cochain of L with values in H,(L, Z) given by: gt(x, ,, . . , XJ = 
x1 A ‘.. A Xt . gt is clearly a t-cocycle. Moreover, gt corresponds to t! f t. 
The t-cocyclegt is actually GL(N, Z) invariant. Consequently, dzst annihilates 
its cohomology class for each r. An inspection of the definition of v,.~ shows 
that t! vrt = 0. 
The following elementary and elegant argument supercedes our discussions. 
According to Satake (who showed it to us), the argument is attributed to 
Lieberman by way of Casselman. We take the liberty of reproducing it below: 
THEOREM 4 (Lieberman). Assume (9a), (9b) and (9~). For any object M 
in YJI(L, lJ, the image of d;pt is a torsion group annihilated by all integers 
mt-r+l(mr-l - 1) where m ranges over E. (When t < Y, di*t = 0 according to 
Proposition 1.) 
Proof. Consider the endomorphism pL, of L x ,,r defined by pL,(x, a) = 
(mx, a). We know that Ht(L, M) = Hom(flt(L), IM). Consequently, pm 
induces multiplication by mt on E:t(M). Similarly, it induces multiplication 
by mt-‘+l on E~+‘~t-T”(M). However, djst commutes with the maps induced 
by CL,,, . Clearly divt commutes with multiplication by integers. Combining 
these we get mt - mt-‘+l annihilating the image of dist. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let B denote thegreatest common divisor of mt--s+l(mr-l - 1) 
with rnEH and t > r > 1. 
(a) B = 2 for r even. 
(b) Let Y be odd. Then B = npB(p) where p ra?tges over primes with 
(p - 1) 1 (r - 1) and B(p) = min(t - r + 1, c(p) + ord,(r - l)/(p - 1)), 
where c(p) = 1 for oddp and 42) = 2. 
Proof. Since Y > 1, all the integers in question are even. When r is even, 
we get f2 by taking m = - 1. This gives (a). 
Let Y be odd. Let p be a fixed prime divisor of all the integers in question. 
We separate these integers into two classes according to p 1 m or p +’ m. It is 
clear that the highest power of p dividing all the integers in the first class is 
pt-r+l. We must now compute the highest power of p dividing all integers 
(rnr-l - 1) with p + m. Clearly the residue class of m mod p ranges over the 
entire multiplicative group of F, . The assumption that p 1 (mr--l - 1) for all 
m with p r m forces all the nonzero elements of F, to have order dividing 
r - 1. This happens if and only if (p - 1) 1 (r - 1). We next write r - 1 = 
(p - l)p”t withp f t and note that r - 1 is even. In particular, s > 0 when 
p = 2. Since p 7 m we know that, for m > 1, rnp-r = 1 + p”v with p r v. It 
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follows that, for p > 2, mr-l = 1 + P~+~w ith p { w. When p = 2, the 
remark that s > 0 allows us to conclude that mr-l = 1 + 2”+s+1w ith 
2 f w. Since r - 1 is even, we can always take m > 1. Consequently, u is 
always positive. When m = 1 + p, u is precisely 1. (b) now follows. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. It is easy to see that B divides t!. Indeed, except when r = 3 
and 5 and t > Y, B even divides r!. If L is replaced by a mod p lattice, neither 
Lieberman’s argument nor our earlier arguments can be used. The difficulty 
lies with the presence of the polynomial algebra in the cohomology ring 
H*(L, IF,). 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume M is FG-module of Jinite dimension over the field F 
of characteristic p. Assume G = L x p P as in (9a) and (9b), and assume M is 
L-trivial. 
(a) p = 0. E:t(M) = E2t(M) holds for all s and t. 
(b) p > 0. dpt = 0 holds for Y < p andfor all s and t. 
Proof. Use Theorem 4 and Proposition 5. 
PROPOSITION 7. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3. E,‘*t-‘+l(Ht(L, Z)) is 
a two-sided module for the ring Homr(H,(L, Z), H,(L, Z)). d,oSt is a two-sided 
module homomorphism from qet(Ht(L, Z)) = Homr(Ht(L, Z), H,(L, Z)) to 
EL*t-r+l(Ht(L, Z)). The kernel of d:st is the two-sided ideal annihilating the 
characteristic lass vrt associated with %R(L, P): 
Proof. The identification of the various groups has been carried out 
during the proof of Theorem 3. We have noted that the Z-pairing involving 
terms of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is associative. An inspection 
involving three such terms together with the definition of vrt lead to our 
assertions. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. If Z is replaced by a principal ideal domain F, in (SC), Theorem 3 
and Proposition 7 remain valid. Proposition 7 can then be used in some cases 
to show the vanishing of suitable characteristic classes. 
Our discussion so far leads naturally to the problem of determining the 
structure (in particular, the torsion) of H8(GL(N, Z), Hom(rli(L), D(L))). 
We note that Hom(B(L), b(L)) and AN-“(L) @ D(L) are isomorphic 
as SL(N, Z)-modules. However, there is a slight difference when they 
are viewed as GL(N, Z)-modules. The difference rests with the fact that 
GL(N, Z) acts on An(L) through the determinant map while it acts trivially 
on /lo(L) z Z. 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let G be any group. Let A be a left G-module with no 
elements of prime order p. For each i 3 0 there is an exact sequence: 
0 -+ Hi(G, A)/pHi(G, A) --+ Hi(G, A/PA) +p Hi+l(G, A) -+ 0, 
where *M denotes the subgroup of elements of order dividing p in M. 
Proof. Use the long cohomology sequence associated with the short 
exact sequence of G-modules: 
0-*ALA-A/PA-O. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let G = GL(N, h) and let S = SL(N, Z). Assume that 
A is a [F,G-module. 
(a) If p > 2, then H”(G, A) E Hi(S, A)c/s holds for all i 3 0. 
(b) If p = 2, then Hs(G/S, Hr(S, A)) z Hl(G/S, Ht(S, A)) holds for 
all s > 0. Hl(G/S, Ht(S, A)) is a quotient group of Ht(S, A)“/” and 
Ht(S, A) = 0 if and only if Hi(S, A)GIs = 0. Finally, Hl(G/S, Ht(S, A)) = 0 
zf and only zf Ht(S, A) is a free [F,(G/S)-module. 
Proof. We look at the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated with 
the exact sequence: 
l+S+G+G/S+l. 
G/S is cyclic of order 2. If p > 2, then H”(G/S, Ht(S, A)) = 0 for s > 0; 
the spectral sequence collapses to the first column and (a) follows. Let 
p = 2, Ht(S, A) is then a vector space over IF, . Let 0 generate G/S so that 
1 + a = 1 - u holds for any lF,(G/S) module. As a result, 
HO(G/S, Ht(S, A)) = ker(l - u) 
and H*(G/S, Ht(S, A)) = ker(1 - o)/im(l - u) for s > 0. Fixed point 
theorem for finite p-groups acting on vector spaces over IF, shows that 
Ht(S, A)G/s = 0 if and only if Ht(S, A) = 0. The last assertion of the 
proposition follows from the fact that every [F,(G/S)-module is a direct 
sum of a free IF,(G/S)-module with a module trivial under G/S. The second 
summand can be identified with the l-dimensional cohomology. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let G = GL(N, Z) and let S = SL(iV, Z). Let A be any 
G-module which is Z-free of Jinite rank. Let p be a prime. 
(a) If H”(S, A/PA) = 0, then H”( G, A) = H”(S, A) = 0. 
(b) Hi(S, A) and IP(G, A) are finitely generated. 
(c) Assume HO(G, A) = HO(S, A) and H1(S, A/PA) = 0. 
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(1) HW 4 . f; 2 g P f d P ES a nz e rou o or er rime top and H2(S, A) has 
no p-torsion. 
(2) H1(G, A) g Hl(S, A)G/S.Forp > 2, H2(G, A) has nop-torsion. 
For p = 2, the 2-torsion of H2(G, A) is isomorphic to AG/2AG. 
Proof. (a) follows from Propsotition 8. 
For i = 0 and 1, (b) depends only on the fact that S and G are finitely 
generated; namely, HO(G, A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A while a 
normalized I-cocycle is determined by its values on a set of generators. 
For general i, (b) follows from the fact that S and G are “arithmetic” sub- 
groups. The assertion is quite deep, for details see Serre [19, p. 101, and 
Theorem 5, p. 1281. 
Proposition 8 together with HI(S, A/PA) = 0 allow us to conclude that 
H2(S, A) has no p-torsion and that Hl(S, A) is p-divisible. However, for a 
finitely generated abelian group p-divisibility is equivalent to its being finite 
and of order prime top. We have just proved (1) of (c). For (2) of (c) we look 
at that exact sequence arising from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence: 
0 -+ @(G/S, As) -+ Hl(G, A) + Hl(S, A)GIS 
+ H2(G/S, As) -+ H2(G, A), ---f H’(G/S, H1(S, A)), 
where 0 + H2(G, A), + H2(G, A) -+ H2(S, A)“/” is exact. The assumptions: 
AS = AC and A is free together imply that Hl(G/S, AS) = 0 and that 
H2(G/S, AS) z AG/2AC. Suppose that p > 2, we can conclude from 
Proposition 9 that Hi(G, A) E Hi(S, A)G/s for all i 2 0. Suppose p = 2, 
we can conclude from (I) that HI(S, A) is a finite group of odd order; further- 
more, H2(S, A) has no 2-torsion. It is now immediate that H1(G, A) z 
H1(S, A)“/” and that the 2-torsion of H2(G, A) is isomorphic to H2(G, A), E 
H2(G/S, As) s AG/2AG. Q.E.D. 
We will conclude Section I with a general interpretation of dis2 in terms of 
group extensions. Let 
be a split exact sequence of groups with L abelian. Let M be a L x ,r-module 
which is L-trivial. Let E be the set M x L. To each normalized 2-cocycle f of 
L which values in M we define the group structure E(f) on E by (m, X)(n, y) = 
(m + n + f (x, y), xy). (N.B. We have written L multiplicatively.) This leads 
to an exact sequence of groups: 
(11) O-+ M-t E(f)-+L+ 1. 
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E(f) is a central extension of M by L. Each u in r defines a bijective map of E 
onto E via the formula o(m, x) = (u(m), U(X)). We can use 0 to push the group 
structure from E(f) to E. The new group structure on E is precisely E(uf). 
We summarize this by the formula: 
(12) CT: E(f) + E(uf). 
For each normalized 1-cochain g of L with values in M, we can define a 
bijective map g: E -+ E by the formula: g(m, X) = (m + g(x), x). Suppose 
[f] E HO(r, H2(L, M)). For each u E I’we can then find a normalized I -cochain 
g of L with values in M such that: 
(13) uf-f =aLgo 
This is equivalent with the statement: the mapg,,: E(uf) + E(f) is an isomor- 
phism between the two groups which happens to be the identity on M and on 
L (in terms of the exact sequences (11)). With these interpretations, the action 
of l-’ on the normalized I-cochain g is given by ug = (J 0 g 0 u-l, where the 
right-hand side is the composition of bijections on E. A direct calculation 
shows that g, 0 u(g,) 0 g&l = u(gr) - g,, + g, ; the right-hand side is cal- 
culated in the group of normalized I-cochains. The left-hand side is the 
composition of three isomorphisms of groups starting with E(f) and ending 
with E(f). Our equation shows that we have an automorphism of the group 
E(f) which is the identity on M and on L. Let A,l(E(f), M) be the group of 
all automorphisms of E(f) which induce the identity map on M and on L. 
Let A(E(f), M) be the group of all automorphisms of E(f) which carry M 
onto M. It is now easy to check that g, 0 u E A(E(f), M) and that 
-1 - go”uog,oTo (gm”u~) - go 0 44 S-? E A;(E(f), Mb 
We therefore have a homomorphism h: r-t A(E(f), M)/A,l(E(f), M) such 
that h carries u E r onto the coset of g, 0 u. 
Under the assumption that L is trivial on M, A,l(E(f), M) can be identified 
with ZP(L, M), (see Sah [16]). If we check the definition of diS2[f], it can be 
seen that @“[f] is the cohomology class in H2(r, W(L, M)) determined by 
S,g. It is at this point that we have used the splitting assumption in (10). 
The group homomorphism h can be used to define a group extension: 
(14) O+HyL,M)+Q+r+ 1. 
This group extension corresponds to the cohomology class diS2[f]; indeed, 
the value of the 2-cocycle on (a, T) can be taken to beg, o u(g,) 0 g,;’ . Evidently 
there is a natural homomorphism 7: Q---f A(E(f), M). We obtain the exact 
sequence: 
(15) 1 -E(f)+E(f) x,Q+J-2+ 1. 
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As usual, @“[j] is 0 if and only if Q splits over E&5, &r) by lY When this 
is the case, we can find a split extension: 
(16) l-E(f)-+E(f) X,[rr+r+l 
inside E(f) x $ Sz. In such a situation, the homomorphism h can be lifted to a 
homomorphism of r into A(E(f), M). C onversely, when h can be lifted, it is 
easy to see from the discussion that @“[f] = 0. We summarize the discussion 
as follows: 
PROPOSITION 11. With the notation in the precedilzg paragraphs, the 
cohomology class [f] E HO(r, H2(L, M)) 1 ies in the kernel of diS2 if and only ;f 
the two exact sequences (10) and (11) can be compatibly Jitted into a single exact 
sequence ( 16). 
We will illustrate the preceding discussion. Let L be the free abelian group 
of integral column vectors of rank N. Let r = GL(N, Z) act on L in the 
natural way. Let xi ,..., x, be the natural free Z-basis for L. We form the free 
group 5 based on X1 ,..., X, . & denotes the i-th term of the lower central 
series of 5. Thus g2 is the commutator subgroup of 5. ij/$Jj2 can be identified 
with L through the homomorphism sending Xi of 5 onto xi of L. Using 
P. Hall’s collecting process and Witt’s formula, (see M. Hall [ll]), 52/& is 
isomorphic to A2(L). This isomorphism is obtained by sending the coset of 
the commutator XiXjX;lX;l onto xi A xj . The factor group i’j/& = E(f) 
is the free nilpotent group of class 2 based on N generators. The commutator 
formation is then an alternating bimultiplicative map from ij/ij2 = L to 
g2/& = AZ(L) corresponding to exterior product. We therefore have an 
exact sequence: 
(17) O+A2(L)-tE(f)+L+ 1. 
We assert that the cohomology class [f] associated to this extension is 
precisely [f “1 E H2(L, H,(L, Z)) corresponding to the identity map of 
H,(L, Z) E A2(L). In order to see this, we write L multiplicatively. We 
abbreviate x:(l) .*. ,,, x’(N) to x@) Similarly, we abbreviate the coset of 
po’ ... XzN) in g/s3 = E(f) tb X(=). Since E(f) 
N1> 1, the order is now important. For xfa) f 
is not commutative for 
m L we select the coset represen- 
tative Xfa) in E( f ). The normalized 2-cocycle f is then given by: 
(18) f (x(@, XW) = X(a’X( b) X(a)+(b) -1. ( ) 
The right-hand side of (18) c an be expanded by using the fact that E(f) is 
nilpotent of class 2. In particular, we get 
(19) f(xi , xj) = 0 for i <j and = xi h xi for i > j. 
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Here A2(L) is written additively. Earlier, we have seen that the class of 
xi A xj in H&5, Z) is represented by the normalized non-homogeneous 2-cycle 
[xi , xi] - [xi , xi] (these are standard 2-chains, not commutators). Con- 
sequently, f(xi A xj) = f(zi , xj) - f(xj , xi) = xi A xj holds for all i and j. 
This shows that [f] = [f”]. We note that A2(L) is the commutator subgroup 
as well as the center of E(f). Consequently, A(E(f), /12(L)) is the full auto- 
morphism group of E(f) = 513s. Our d iscussions show that we have an 
exact sequence: 
(20) 0 + Hl(L, D(L)) --+ A(E(f), A2(L)) -+ GL(N, Z) --f 1. 
This exact sequence is associated with the universal characteristic class 
v22 = dz”*“[f2] E H2(GL(N, Z), H’(L, H,(L, Z))). 
Suppose we are in the general situation described by (9a) and (9b). Let 
w22 be the characteristic class associated to the category 9X& J”). We then 
have an exact sequence: 
(21) O+HyL,A2(L))-tE-tr-t1, 
corresponding to w22. There is a natural homomorphism from E into 
A(E(f), AZ(L)) inducing the identity on Hr(L, d2(L)) and p on r. This can be 
verified directly from our discussion or by using (d) of Theorem 3. Let 
r,, = ker p. It is clear that F,, acts trivially on H1(L, d2(L)). Combining 
Theorem 3 and its corollary we see that the inverse image of r,, in E is 
isomorphic to the direct product of Hl(L, f12(L)) and J’,, . Moreover, F, can be 
identified with the kernel of the homomorphism from E to A@(f), d2(L)). 
It is now easy to see that (21) splits if and only if its image in (20) splits. 
THEOREM 12. Assume the hypotheses of (9a), (9b), and (SC). The universal 
characteristic lass v22 associated with the category !VI(L, GL(N, Z)) is 0 if and 
only if N < 2. As a consequence, we have: 
(a) If N < 2, E;*t(M) = E:t(M) for aZZ objects in 9X(L, r), where r is 
arbitrary. 
(b) H2(GL(N, Z), Horn& A2(L))) # 0 for N > 2. 
Proof. When N = 1, v22 lies in the trivial group. When N = 3, Charlap 
and Vasquez [6] constructed an example with r equal to the Klein 4-group 
such that w22 # 0. In view of(d) of Theorem 3, v22 # 0. Of course, we can 
derive the same conclusion by saying that (21) does not split so that (20) also 
does not split when N = 3. When N > 3, we write L = L, HL’ and let I’ 
act on L, of rank 3 according to the example of Charlap and Vasquez and 
trivially on L’. The resulting exact sequence (21) does not split so that (20) 
also does not split. We can therefore conclude that v22 # 0 for N > 2. An 
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alternate proof can be carried out by using the corollary to Theorem 3 together 
with the sum formula in [6]. 
We are left with the case N = 2. The group SL(2, Z) is known to be the 
free product of cyclic groups C, and C’s of orders 4 and 6 with their cyclic 
subgroups C, of order 2 amalgamated. The generators of C, and C’s can be 
taken to be the matrices u = (T -A) and T = (9 i), (see Gunning [lo]). They 
satisfy the defining relations: u4 = # = 1 and u2 = TV. Let 0 = (i i) lie 
in GL(2, Z). A matrix calculation shows that d2 = 1, Bu8-l = c-l and 
&P1 = 7-l. It is obvious that these relations define a group G with generators 
u, 7, 0 containing a normal subgroup S of index at most 2 with generators u 
and 7. The matrix realization shows that G is isomorphic to GL(2, Z) with S 
isomorphic to SL(2,Z). 
Let 3 be the free group based on X and Y. Let E(f) = g/g3 . Denote the 
coset of X, Y and XYX-lY-l, respectively, by x,y, and c. The defining 
relations for E(f) are: xyx-iy-1 = c, xc = cx, and yc = cy. Let (11, /3, and y 
be automorphisms of E(f) = s/s3 defined by the following formulas: 
To justify the existence of these automorphisms, we lift them to endomor- 
phisms of 3. Since ‘& and $J3 are fully invariant subgroups of 3, we have 
endomorphisms of E(f) mapping A2(L) = B2’2/B3 into itself. They are easily 
seen to induce automorphisms on L = s/g2 and on A2(L). Consequently, 
they are automorphisms of E(f) as claimed. Direct calculation in E(f) shows 
that a2 = /I3 is an automorphism of order 2. Similarly, y has order 2 and 
(~a)~ = 1 = (~/?3)~. Th ese are equivalent with yc~y-l = 01-i and y&--l = /I-r. 
It is now evident that we have a homomorphism of GL(2, Z) into 
A(E(f), n2(L)) such that U, T and t9 are mapped onto LY, /3 and y respectively. 
Moreover, this homomorphism induces the correct action of GL(2, ,Z) on 
L and A2(L). This shows that (20) splits and therefore v22 = 0. 
(a) follows from the observation that ~~2 is the only possible non-zero 
characteristic class for N = 2. (b) follows from the non-vanishing of w22 
for N > 2. Q.E.D. 
II. REPRESENTATIONS OF SL(Z+ 1,F) 
Most of the results in this section are well known. Specific cases needed 
for our later calculations do not seem to be available explicitly. We record the 
results needed for convenience as well as for fixing our notations. More details 
can be found in Bore1 et al. [3], Curtis [3, 81, Steinberg [21,22], and Wong [25]. 
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Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension I+ 1 > 0 over a 
field F. GL(Z + 1, F) and SL(E + 1, F) are, respectively, the general and 
special linear groups. Hom,(&( I’), /P( I’)) and (li( V) OF /P(V) are modules 
for these groups in a natural way. Over SL(Z $- 1, F), Hom,(/li( V), /lj( V)) z 
flz+lei( I’) OF N( I’). The transpose-inverse (contragredient) automorphism 
of SL(Z + 1, F) converts fli( I’) into its F-dual E( I’*) g /lz+l-i( V). When F 
has more than 2 elements, the preceding assertions fail for GL(Z + 1, F), 
the difficulty lies with the presence of the determinant map. 
According to Steinberg [21], /P( I’), 0 < i < Z, are pairwise non-isomorphic 
(absolutely) irreducible modules for SL(Z + 1, F) over the field F. SL(Z + 1, F) 
is the group of rational points over F of a simply-connected algebraic group. 
Its Dynkin diagram is of type A,. If EZr ,..., H, denote the fundamental 
coweights labeled according to the Dynkin diagram, then the highest weight & 
associated to fl”( I’) satisfies X,(H,) = Sij . If 01~ ,..., (Ye are the fundamental 
simple roots (again labeled according to the Dynkin diagram), then 
ori = A, are the entries in the Cartan matrix associated with the Dynkin 
diagram A, . Th ese integers are given by A,,i = 2, Aisi+r = Ai+l,i = 1, and 
all others are 0. The ordering of the weights is done by lexicographic ordering 
after they have been expressed in terms of the fundamental roots a1 ,..., 01~ . 
This requires us to invert the Cartan matrix (Aij). Direct calculation shows 
that the inverse is the symmetric matrix (Z + 1)-l(+) with aii = (1 + I - j)i 
for 1 < i <j < 2. As an example, we have h, > ... > A1 > X, = 0; we 
have also h,+h,>hi+hj for i+j>Z+l and /\l+h,<h,+/\i for 
i + j < Z + 1, where equality holds if and only if (i, j) is (1, I) or (I, 1). When 
the field F has characteristic 0, the decomposition of Ai( V) OF clj( V) into its 
(absolutely) irreducible components can be accomplished by Weyl’s character 
formula. When F has positive characteristic, the precise composition structure 
of /li( I’) OF clj( V) appears to be unknown. The main difficulty lies with the 
fact that these modules might not be semisimple for SL(Z + 1, F). 
We now consider the case F = E* , the field with 4 = pn elements. The 
(absolutely) irreducible modules for SL(Z + 1, lF,J (as well as other finite 
Chevalley groups) are known. They are defined over [F,. The main results are 
due to Curtis [3, 81 and Steinberg [21,22]. We begin with a good Chevalley 
basis over a for the simple Lie algebra of type A, (or any other type). It then 
defines a Lie algebra over 5, . For each integral function h with 0 < A(Hj) < p, 
Curtis [8] constructed (the restriction on characteristic can be removed) 
(absolutely) irreducible Lie algebra modules M,, with highest weight X. 
Steinberg [21] showed that these modules can be “integrated” to give 
(absolutely) irreducible modules for the corresponding simply connected 
algebraic group. By taking rational points, we get pz (absolutely) irreducible 
modules over Fq for the group of rational points of the associated algebraic 
group. By “twisting” the MA’s with automorphisms of [F, and forming tensor 
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products, we get (p”)” = q1 pairwise non-isomorphic (absolutely) irreducible 
modules for the group of rational points. The highest weight function now 
has value between 0 and q - 1. Using Brauer’s result [4] and counting 
semisimple conjugacy classes (they are qz in number, semisimple means 
p-regular, or of order prime top in the present situation), Steinberg concludes 
his tensor product theorem. In case 71 = 1, there is no tensor product. Models 
for the (absolutely) irreducible modules over FP of SL(Z + 1, FP) must be 
constructed by the procedure of Curtis; all we know is that they are defined 
over F, . Assuming these models have been found, the following result of 
Wong [25] furnishes us some information on the possible composition factors 
of M,, @ M,, . 
Let ;\, p and v be integral functions satisfying: 
If MA appears as a composition factor of Mu @ M, , then h < p + v in the 
lexicographic ordering determined by the fundamental roots cyI ,..., 01~ . If 
0 < ~(29~) + v(NJ < p - 1 also holds for all i, then Mg+” appears as a 
composition factor of Mu @ M, with multiplicity 1. 
Wong’s Theorem works with q in place of p. However, we are interested 
primarily in the case q = p. The highest weight of Mu @ M, is always the 
sum p + v; it should be understood in the sense of Curtis (see Steinberg 
[22, p. 2311). In Wong’s Theorem, the highest weights are to be viewed as 
elements of the lexicographically ordered free abelian group generated by the 
fundamental roots. They serve to keep track of some of the composition 
factors. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension 1+ 1 > 1 
over a f;nite field F of characteristic p. Let A2( V) and S2( V) be identified with 
the subspaces of V OF V spanned respectively by all v @ w - w @ v and by all 
v @v. 
(a) p > 2. Then V OF V = A2( V) JJ S2( V) and both summands are 
(absolutely) irreducible SL(Z + 1, F) -modules; they correspond to highest weights 
A, and 2h, > A, . (When I = 1, A, = 0.) 
(b) p = 2. There are two cases: 
Case 1. Either 1 > 1 OY F has more than 2 elements. Then V OF V has 
a unique SL(1+ 1, F) composition series: 0 C A2( V) C S2( V) C V OF V with 
successive composition factors A2( V), A1( V)#, A2( V). A1( V)# is a twistedform 
of Al(V). 
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Case 2. 1 = 1 andF = [F, . SL(2, IF,) is the symmetricgroup of degree 3 
with a cyclic subgroup of order 3 generated by o. 
V OF I’ = ker(1 - u) u im( 1 - u). 
im( 1 - u) s V and both summands are free modules for any subgroup of order 2 in 
SL(2, IF,). ker( 1 - u) has the unique composition series: 0 C A2( V) C ker( 1 -u) 
with composition factors isomorphic to A2( V) z IF,. S2( V) = A2( V) u im( 1 - u). 
REMARK. F can be arbitrary in (a). For (b) we need F to be perfect. The 
anomaly in Case 2 of (b) can be viewed as providing room for the existence 
of a non-zero universal characteristic class v2s associated to the category 
!Dl(L, GL(N, Z)), N > 2. 
Proof. (a) Using the fact that 2 is a unit in F, the assertion is essentially 
classical. Selecting a basis for V allows us to identify V OF V with the space 
of (2 + 1) x (I + 1) matrices. T E SL(Z + 1, F) transforms such a matrix A 
into TAT’ with T’ denoting the transpose of T. A2( V) and S2( V) are identified 
with spaces of alternating and symmetric matrices respectively. The decom- 
position is clear. We already know that n”(V) is (absolutely) irreducible with 
highest weight X2 . Using the fact that 2 is a unit, a symmetric matrix can be 
diagonalized by a suitable T in SL(I + 1, F). The irreducibility of S2( V) can 
now be reduced to the case 2 = 1 where a direct checking is possible. The 
absolute irreducibility follows from Steinberg’s result. If v E V is a weight 
vector with weight h, , then v @ v E S2(V) is a weight vector for S2( V) 
corresponding to the highest weight 24 . 2h, > h, follows from h, > X2 . 
(Again, h, = 0 when I = 1.) 
(b) Let p = 2. Expansion of (v + w) @ (v + w) - v @ v - w @ w 
shows that /12(V) C S2( V). In general, S2( V) is the kernel of the surjective 
homomorphism of V OF V to A2( V) with the latter viewed as part of the 
exterior algebra. The map sending v E V onto v @ v and a E F onto a2 E F 
define an isomorphism between V and S2( V)/A2( V). This requires F to be a 
perfect field of characteristic 2. We have obtained the desired composition 
structure for V OF V. S2( V)/B( V) is a twisted form of /1l( I’). This is the 
meaning of B( V)# in our assertion. Of course, when F = E2, A1( V)# is fP( V). 
Let Y be an irreducible SL(Z + 1, F)-submodule of V OF V. We assert 
that Y = /la(V) in Case 1. Let T be a non-zero matrix in Y. If T is sym- 
metric, then Y C S2( V). Suppose T is not symmetric. The irreducibility of 
V OF V/S2( V) g /12(V) shows that V OF V = Y + S2( V). Consequently, 
we can find a basis x1 ,..., xzfl for V such that Tl + x, @ x2 is symmetric for 
suitable Tl in Y. Let S E SL(Z + 1, F) exchange x1 , x2 and fix xi for i > 2. 
It is easy to see that ST,S’ + Tl E Y is non-zero and symmetric (in fact, even 
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alternating). We therefore have Y = A2( V) C S2( V), contradicting the 
assumption that T is not symmetric. It follows that S2( V) always contain Y. 
For fields of characteristic 2, a symmetric matrix is either alternating or 
diagonalizable (see Jacobson [13, p. 1701). We have two cases. 
Assume F has more than 2 elements. Our argument can be reduced to the 
case I = 1. If T is alternating, Y = d2( V) as d esired. If T is not alternating, 
then S2( V) = A2( V) JJ Y an we can assume T to be diagonal. As a con- d 
sequence, either T is scalar, or &‘TS’ + T f 0 is scalar where S = (i t). 
T may therefore be taken to be the identity matrix. Let U = (T j) and solve 
ad + bc = 1 and ac + bd = 0 simultaneously. The solutions are 
parametrized by a non-zero elemnt e of F with Uu’ = (0” y)” and ef = 1. 
Clearly Y contains Uu’. Since F has more than 2 elements, UU’ can be made 
non-scalar. Combining this non-scalar diagonal matrix with the identity 
matrix allows us to conclude that Y contains all diagonal matrices. This 
means Y contains xI @ xi with xi ranging over a basis for V. Consequently 
Y 1 S2( V), contradicting the irreducibility of Y. This contradiction shows 
that Y = A2( V). 
Assume F = 5, . Our preceding arguments fail for I = 1. Indeed, the 
situation is precisely as described in Case 2. We omit the details. However, 
the general case can still be reduced to the case 1 = 2. Suppose T is diagonal 
and of rank 1. Y would then contain all diagonal matrices. The argument of 
the preceding paragraph shows that Y r) S2( I’), a contradiction. Suppose T is 
diagonal and of rank 2. Y would then contain the following three matrices: 
Their sum lies in n2( V) n Y and is non-zero. Thus Y properly contains 
/12(V), contradicting the irreducibility of Y. Suppose T is diagonal and of 
rank 3. Y then contains the following two matrices: 
Their sum is a symmetric matrix of rank 2 and lies in Y. We have just seen 
that this leads to a contradiction. Consequently, Y must be n2( V). 
By working with the dual space, S2(V) is then the unique maximal 
SL(Z + 1, F) submodule of V OF V under the assumptions of case 1. 
Consequently, 0 C n”(V) C S2( V) C V OF I’ is the unique composition 
series in case 1. Q.E.D. 
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REMARK. We note in passing that the dual spaces to D(V) and S2( V) 
correspond to the highest weights &-i and 2X, when p > 2. An inspection of 
the inverse of the Cartan matrix shows that 2h, > h,, > h, holds when 
I > 1. Consequently, the lexicographic ordering of the weights is not 
reversed in the trivial manner by the transpose inverse map. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension I+ 1 > 2 
over a JiniteJield F of characteristic p. Let F and M”(Z + 1, F) be identified with 
the subspaces of Hom,( V, V) formed by scalar multiplications and by endomor- 
phisms of trace 0. M(2 + 1, F) denotes the space of all (2 + 1) x (I + 1) 
matrices over F. 
(a) p { (1 + 1). Then Hom,(V, V) = F u M”(Z + 1, F). 
(b) p 1 (1 + 1). Then 0 C F C M”(E + 1, F) C Hom,( V, V) is the unique 
SL(Z + 1, F) composition series for Hom,( V, V). 
(c) MO@ + l,F)I(M”(~ + 1,F) nF) is an (absolutely) irreducible self- 
dual SL(Z + 1, F)-module with highest weight A, + Al . It is therefore the 
module MAI,, . 1 
REMARK. When I = 1, Hom,( V, V) G V* OF V g V OF V as SL(2, F)- 
modules. The situation has been studied in Proposition 1. 
Proof. SL(Z + 1, F) acts on M(Z + 1, F) via conjugation. The decomposi- 
tion in (a) and the inclusion relations in (b) are clear. For the uniqueness 
assertion of (b) and the irreducibility statement of (c), we only need to verify 
the following assertion: 
(*> Let Y be a subspace of M(Z + 1, F) stable under conjugation by 
SL(Z + 1, F) and containing a non-scalar matrix T, then Y contains 
all of M”(Z + 1, F). 
To prove (*) we need two facts. First, SL(I + 1, F) is generated by its 
transvections. Second, only scalar matrices in M(l + 1, F) commute with all 
SL(Z + 1, F)-this is equivalent with the absolute irreducibility of V. We can 
therefore find a transvection S such that STS-1 - T is non-zero, has trace 0, 
and lies in Y. If T is invertible, then STS-1 - T = T(T-?S’TS-l - I) has 
image of dimension 1 or 2. We may therefore assume ker T # 0. Let v E ker T 
be non-zero. Let S ranges over transvections with 
Fv = im(S - I) C ker(S - 1). 
If STS-1 - T is non-zero, then it is an endomorphism U of V with 
Fv = im UC ker U. If STW - T is always 0, then T is already an endo- 
morphism of V withFv = im T C ker T. Clearly Y contains U. Consequently, 
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we can assume FV = im T ker T. It is now easy to see that Y contains all 
endomorphisms 0 of V with dim, im u = 1 and with u2 = 0. Y therefore 
contains endomorphisms 7 which exchange two basis elements and 
annihilating the remaining basis elements for an arbitrary basis of V. If@ > 2, 
such T’S are diagonalizable and have trace 0. If p = 2, such 7 can be written 
as or + 0 with n as before and with pi diagonalizable of rank 2 and trace 0. 
It follows that Y contains M”(I + 1, F) because M”(Z + 1, F) is spanned by 
the u’s and the diagonal&able endomorphisms of rank 2 and trace 0. The 
remaining assertions of (c) are consequences of general discussions together 
with the observation that Hom,( V, 17) and flz( V) OF Al(V) are isomorphic as 
SL(1+ 1, F)-modules. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. The finiteness of F is not essential in Proposition 2. It would be 
of interest to know the exact composition structure of Hom,(di( V), /li( V)) 
as a SL(I + 1, F) module where i andj are arbitrary. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension If 1 > 2 
over a jinite field F. Then, for 0 ,< i, j < 1, 
Homs~(~+l.d~o(~ + l,F), 4V) OF MV)) f 0 
ifandonZyifi+j=l+l. 
Proof. Let S = SL(Z + 1, F). For any FS-modules A and B of finite 
dimensions over F, we have isomorphisms: 
Hom,(A, B) z (A* mp B)S z Hom,(B*, A*). 
The point is that S is its own commutator subgroup; consequently, the images 
of S in GL,(A) and GL,(B) actually lie in SL,(A) and SL,(B). 
Assume i + j = I + 1. We have (li( V) OF Aj( V) G Homr(&( V),E( V)) 
and M”(Z + 1, F) C Hom,( V, V). Each element of HomF( V, V) induces a 
unique derivation of the exterior algebra /1(V) of V. This gives us an S-homo- 
morphism of MO(Z + 1, F) into Hom,(Ai( V), A$( V)). Under the assumptions 
i < I and 2 < Z, it is easy to see that our homomorphism is non-zero. 
Assumei + j $1 I + 1. 
Homs(F, J(V) OF Ai( V)) z Hom,(flz+l-i( V), Ai( V)). 
Under our assumption, (1 z+l--i( V) and clj( V) are non-isomorphic irreducible 
S-modules; consequently, we can conclude from Schur’s Lemma that these 
spaces are 0. We therefore obtain 
Hom,(MO(Z + 1, F), Ai( V) OF Ai( V)) z Hom,(M,l+,Z, B(V) OF Aj( V)) 
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from (c) of Proposition 2. Suppose i +i > 1 + 1. We have seen that 
h, + h, > Xi + hj. Wong’s Theorem tells us that M,l+A1 does not even 
appear as a composition factor of the module (li( V) OF fli( V) for S. Our 
space is therefore 0. Suppose i + j < 2 + 1. Wong’s Theorem tells us that 
does not appear as a composition factor of the S-module 
%ci( V) OF fl’+l-j( F’). We have seen that M A1+A1 is self-dual as an S-module. 
Consequently, we may deduce from duality that MAI++ does not appear as a 
composition factor of the S-module B(V) OF&(V) dual to 
Az+l-i( V) OF Az+l-j( V). 
Therefore, our space is again 0. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. When i + j = I + 1, our vector space is probably of dimen- 
sion 1 over F. It would be interesting to know if this is the case. 
We will begin the calculation of the cohomology of SL(1f 1, E) in a 
number of cases. The case I = 0 is trivial. Ultimately, we are interested in 
H2(GL(E + l), Z), Homz(/li( V), B(V))) for i = t - 1,j = t and 2 < t < 1. 
Propositions I.8 and 1.10 allow us to concentrate on SL(Z + 1, Z). The case 
1 = 1 is special and will be treated first. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let L be the free abelian group of integral column vectors of 
ranh 2. Ht(SL(2, Z), A) is tabulated below: 
A t = 0 t = 1 t > 0 and even t > 1 and odd 
n n 0 z/1272 0 
L 0 0 h/2H 0 
L@L z n Z/6Z zjzz 
Proof. SL(2, Z) is the free product of cyclic groups C, and C’s of orders 4 
and 6 with their cyclic subgroups C, of order 2 amalgamated. The generators 
of C, and C, can be taken to be (y -i) and (yl i), respectively. According to 
Swan [24], we have a Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence beginning with t = 0: 
... -+ Ht(SL(2, Z), A) -+ EP( C, , A) u W( C, , A) 
@es,-re@, fp(c, , A) ---f Ht+l(SL(2, Z), A) -+ --- 
We remind ourselves that the cohomology of finite cyclic group is periodic 
of period 2 in positive dimensions. 
Case 1. A = Z. The restriction maps from C, and C, to C2 are sur- 
jective. Our long exact sequence leads to a family of short exact sequences, 
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one for each t. It is immediate that Ht(C, , Z) g Ht(C, , Z) uIF(C’, , Z) for 
t > 0 with projections given by restriction maps. The tabulated results can 
be read off. 
Case 2. A = L. H2”(Ci , L) = 0 for all s. H28-1(Ca , L) = 0 for s > 0. 
The restriction map from C, to C, is injective from H2+l(C4 , L) of order 2 
into ZY2*-l(C2 , L) of order 4. The tabulated results can be read off. 
Case 3. A = L @L z Hom(L, L). C, acts trivially on A so that 
IP-‘(C2 , A) = 0 f or s > 0. Direct calculations show that H2s-1(Cs , A) = 
0 = H2s-1(C4, A) for s > 0. SL(2, Z) acts on Hom(L, L) viewed as 2 x 2 
matrices via conjugation. We can keep track of the restriction maps. The 
tabulated results can again be read off. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let p be a prime and let b/p”Z be the finite ring with pi 
elements. Assume I+ 1 > 2. 
(a) There is an exact sequence of groups: 
1 -+d(i;p)+SL(Z+ l,z)+sL(l+ l,@+Z)+ 1, 
where A(i; p) is the principal congruence subgroup of leerel pi. A(i; p) is the 
normal subgroup of SL(1 + 1, Z) generated by elementary matrices of the form 
I + P5, , r # s, where e,., denote matrix units. In particular, A(2; p) is the 
commutator subgroup of A(1; p) as well as the subgroup generated by all 
p-th powers of elements in A(1 ; p). 
(b) The map carrying I + piS E A(i;p) onto the residue class of S in 
M(Z + 1, Fp) induces SL(Z + 1, Z) as well as SL(Z + 1, Fp) isomorphisms 
between A(i; p)/A(i + 1; p) and M”(I + 1, 5,). 
Proof. The exact sequence of (a) is well known (see Gunning [lo]). The 
normal generation of A(i; p) is an essential step in the proof of the congruence 
congruence subgroup theorem, (see Bass, Milnor, and Serre [2]). The last 
assertion of (a) and the assertion in (b) will be proved by a direct calculation. 
Let u = I + piS and 7 = I + piT lie in A(i; p) where S and T are suitable 
matrices in M(Z + 1,Z). ~7 = I + pi(S + T) + Pan. Consequently, UT 
and 7~ lie in the same coset mod A(i + 1; p). Similarly, UP lies in A(i + 1; p). 
The map described in (b) is therefore an injective homomorphism from the 
ff9 vector space A(i; p)/d(i + 1; p) to iV(Z + 1; Fp). The characteristic 
polynomial of S is det(I + xS) = 1 + x(tr S) + ..* + xl+l(det S). Setting 
x = pi shows that p divides tr S. The image of our homomorphism therefore 
lies in IM”(Z + 1, F9). The actions of SL(Z + 1, Z) and of SL(Z + 1, IF,) are 
defined by means of conjugation. Our homomorphism clearly respects 
conjugation. Performing the same characteristic polynomial calculation in 
481/29/2-6 
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Z/pi+lZ and using the exactness in (a) allow us to conclude the image is 
all of Ma(Z + 1, IF,). Another proof can be obtained by using Proposition 2 
together with the observation that the image contains non-scalar matrices. 
We have proved (b). Clearly, the commutator subgroup and the subgroup 
generated by all p-th powers are normal subgroups of SL(Z + 1, Z) contained 
in 4(2;p). The preceding calculations imply that both of these subgroups 
contain I + p2e,, . The last assertion of (a) now follows from the normal 
generation of 42; p). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let L be the free abelian group of integral column vectors of 
rank I+ 1 > 2. Let A = Hom(B(L), Aj(L)), 0 < i, j < land letp be aprime. 
(a) ffO(SL(l + 1, Z), AM = H”(SL(l + 1, IF,), A/PA) 
- HomsL(l+l,,~)(Ai(L/pL), ~VPLN. czzr 
This last group is 0 for i # j and F, for i = j. 
(b) HO(SL(Z + l,Z), A)isOfori # jandZfori = j. 
(4 fWW + 1, E), A) is a free abelian group of finite rank. 
Proof. Combining Schur’s Lemma with the fact that A”(L/pL), 0 < i < Z, 
are pairwise non-isomorphic absolutely irreducible modules over SL(Z + 1, F,) 
yield (a). 
H”(W~ + LO A) is a subgroup of the free abelian group A of finite 
rank. We noted earlier that Hl(SL(Z + 1, E), A) is finitely generated. (b) and 
(c) can now be verified by combining (a) with Propositions I.8 and 1.10. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. Let A(i; p) be the principal congruence subgroup of level pi in 
SL(1 + 1, Z) with 1 > 0 and p a prime. The following exact sequence splits if 
and only zf (p, I) = (2, 2) or (3, 1): 
0 - 41; p)/A(2; P> -+ SL(Z + l,Z)/A(2;p) + SL(Z + 1, F,) ---f 1. 
As a consequence, H2(SL(Z + 1, F,), M”(I + 1, F,)) # 0 when (P, 1) f (2,2) or 
(3, 1) and H2(SL(Z + 1, F,), M(Z + 1, IF@)) = 0 if and ordy ;f (p, 2) = (2, 1). 
Proof. Using Proposition 5 and its proof, our exact sequence can be 
converted to the exact sequence: 
o+MO(z+ l,[F,) -tsL(z+ l,z/paz)+sL(z+ l,F,)+l. 
For 1 < i, j ,( I + 1, let eij and Eij denote the matrix units in M(l-/- 1, IF,) 
and M(Z + 1, z/p”z). F or i # j, the transvection Tii = 1 + eij E SL(I + 1, FJ 
is represented by the transvection Tij = 1 + Eij E SL(l + 1, z/p”z). Under 
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the isomorphism described in Proposition 5, T: = 1 + p& corresponds to 
eij E Ma(Z + 1, [F,). Matrix calculations yield the commutation relations: 
(1) riiruv = Tu*Tij and T,T,, = TuvTij for i # v and j # u, 
(2) TijTjv = TivTjvTij and TijTjv = T. T. T.. 21) 32, 23 for i # v. 
Clearly 7; = 1. Consequently, splitting of our exact sequence implies the 
existence of matrices Sij in M”(Z + 1, Z mod pz) such that Tij = ( 1 + psi,) Tij 
satisfy ( Tij)p = 1 as well as the relations (1) and (2). Let S be a matrix with 
entries S(u, V) in &Z(Z + 1, Z modpZ) G &‘(I + 1, IF,). Matrix calculations 
show that, 
(3) T~~{S} = 7ijS~;1 is equal to S if and only if 
S(i, i) = S( j, j) and S(u, i) = 0 = S( j, V) for u # i and er # j, 
and that 
(4) ((1 +pS)Tij)’ = 1 +pNij{S) + PEij with 
Nij{sIl(u, w) = O, u # i, v Zi, 
Nij{S)(i, u) = C t ’ S(j, fJ>, v Zj, 
Nij{S}(U, j) = -1 t * S(U, i), u # i, and 
Nij{S}(i, j) = 1 t * (S(j, j) - S(i, i)) - 1 t2 . S(j, i), 
where all summations extend over 1 < t < p - 1. 
Using the well-known formulas C t = p( p - I)/2 and C t2 = p(2p - l)( p - 1)/6 
we see that iVij{S} = 0 holds for p > 3. Consequently, our exact sequence 
does not split when p > 3 and Z 3 1. 
Suppose p = 3. The most general element of order 3 in the coset of Tii has 
the form (1 + 3X,)( 1 - 3Eji)Tij where Xii E MO(Z + 1, Z mod 32) s 
M”(Z + 1, Fa) satisfies Tij{Xij} = Xii . If Z = 1, then our sequence splits on 
the 3-Sylow subgroup of SL(2, lFJ generated by 7r2 , consequently, the 
sequence splits. If Z > I, then a matrix calculation with (1 + 3Xij)( 1 - 3Eji)T, 
in place of Tij and keeping track of the (3, I) position shows that the com- 
mutation relation: 712~2a = 71a72a712 can not be lifted to SL(Z + l,Z/9Z) 
simultaneously with 7i3 = 1. This shows that our sequence does not split 
whenZ> 1. 
Suppose p = 2. If 1 = 1, (4) or direct calculation shows that the coset of 
T,, contains no element of order 2; consequently our sequence does not split. 
If Z = 2, then (1 + 2E,, + 2E&T12 and (1 + 2E,, + 2E33)T23 generate a 
dihedral group of order 8 in S SL(3,2/42) covering a 2-Sylow subgroup of 
SL(3, IF,); consequently our sequence splits. Suppose Z > 2. The most general 
element of order 2 in the coset of Tij has the form (1 + 2X,, + 2E,,)Tij with 
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Xi, E M(Z + 1, Z mod 22, rtj{X$j) = Xii and tr Xij = 1. Since I + 1 > 4, 
we may take i, j, u, and e, distinct. The lifted relations in (1) together with (3) 
force Xii to have non-zero entries only in its I-th row and its j-th column. (3) 
shows that tr Xgj = 0. This contradicts tr Xij = 1, consequently our 
sequence does not split. 
We next examine the exact sequence of SL(Z + 1, F,) modules: 
(5) 0 + MO(Z + 1, ES,) + M(Z + 1, FD) --+ lFP --f 0. 
We know that Hl(SL(Z + 1, lFD), Fp) s Hom(SL(Z + 1, IF,), IF,) = 0 except 
when (p, I) = (2, 1) or (3, 1); in the exceptional cases, it is F, . The long 
cohomology sequence for SL(Z + 1, lFV) with values in (5) yields exact 
sequence: 
(6) 0 --, H2(SL(z + 1, Ep,>, M”(z + 1, Epa,> + fJ2(W + 1, Ep), M(z + 1, Fp)) 
- H2(SL(Z + 1, Ep), Ep), p rovided that (p, 1) # (2, 1) or (3, 1). 
The last assertion is clearly reduced to the three special cases where (p, I) = 
(2, l), (2, 2), or (3, 1). When (p, I) = (2, 2) or (3, l), (5) actually splits. As 
a consequence, we actually obtain a split sequence in (6) for (p, I) = (2,2) 
and (3, 1). It is easy to check that H2(SL(2, lF,), IFa) g 5, by using the fact 
that SL(2, IF,) is the split extension of a quaternion group K of order 8 by a 
cyclic group of order 3. Using the isomorphism SL(3, [F,) s PSL(2, IF,) we 
can deduce from Schur [17] that H2(SL(3, F2), IF,) s IF, . When (p, Z) = (2, I), 
M(2, F,) is a free module for any 2-Sylow subgroup of SL(2, IF,) so that 
Ha(SL(2, F2), M(2, IF,)) = 0. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. S. P. Wang showed us a less computational argument for the 
non-splitting of our exact sequence in case p > 3 or p = 3 and Z > 3, 
namely,leta=l+v~SL(Z+l,lF,)b e a unipotent element with minimal 
polynomial (h - 1)“; thus v” = 0 and v”-l # 0. o has order p” with 
pe-1 < m < pe. On M(Z + 1, F9) z Y* @ V, o acts according to 
ada=(l +,u)@(l +v) where (1 +p) is the transpose inverse of a. Clearly 
we have Z.L~ = 0 and pm-l f 0. On V* @ V, ad a has minimal polynomial 
dividing (h - 1)2m-1 and has norm (ad u - l)P’-l. If 2m - 1 < pe - 1, then 
ad o has norm 0 and our sequence would not split on u. When p > 3, o can 
be found with m = 2 and e = 1. When p = 3, Z > 3, a can be found with 
m = 4 and e = 2. In the remaining cases, the exponent 2m - 1 can be 
improved by using congruence properties of the binomial coefficients. 
However, the improvements do not help; we must revert to the computational 
arguments presented. 
THEOREM 8. Let L be the free abelian group of integral column vectors of 
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rank 1 + 1 > 2. Let A = Hom(k(L), cli(L)) with 0 < i,j < 1. Let d(i; p) be 
the principal congruence subgroup of prime power level pi in SL(1 + 1, Z). 
(a) WV; P), A/PA) SL(z+l~F~)isOz~andonlyifi#j. Wheni=j=l, 
it is F, . 
(b) If either i # j or i = j = 1 and (p, 1) # (2,2), then 
fqSL(l$ 1, (F,), A/PA) z fqSL(I + 1, h), A/PA). 
(c) If i = j = 1 and (p, 1) = (2,2), then we have an exact sequence: 
0 -+ HI(SL(3, IF,), Hom(L/Z, L/2L)) 
--+ lF(SL(3, Z’), Hom(L/2L, L/Z)) -+ IF, ---)I 0. 
Proof. We consider the exact sequence: 
(1) l+fl(l;p)+SL(l+ l,E)+SL(z+l,~~)-l. 
Here d(1; p) acts trivially on A&A. Consequently, Hl(d(l; p), A&A) g 
Hom(d(l;p), A/PA) and ( a ) f 11 o ows from Propositions 2, 3, and 5. 
According to (3) of Part I the following exact sequence arises from the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence: 
(2) o + iqsL(Z + 1, IF,), A/PA) - WSL(l + 1, Q, A/PA) 
+ fW(l; P), A/PA) sL(z+lJzJ + H2(SL(1 + 1, [F,), A/PA). 
The last map is d, . ( ) ‘J b and (c) are consequences of (a) provided that we 
verify the assertion: 
(3) If i = j = 1, then dz*lis non-zero if and only if (p, l) # (2,2). 
In the present situation, d, ‘J had been described by Hochschild-Serre [12, 
Theorem 4, p. 1331. Indeed, this theorem was the motivation that led to the 
general results of Charlap and Vasquez. 
Let c E H2(SL(l + 1, F9), d(l; P)/d(2; P)) correspond to the group extension 
defined by the exact sequence: 
(4) 0 + 4; p)/d(2; P) +sL(z+1,z)/~(2;p)+sL(z+1,F~)+1. 
We have assumed 1 > 1. Theorem 7 shows that c is non-zero if and only if 
(p, 1) # (2,2). The theorem of Hochschild-Serre asserts that: 
(5) di*l(u) = -c u u holds for u E Hl(d(l;p), A/pA)SL(z+lmFp’. 
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When i =j = 1, H1(d(l;p), A/PA) E Hom(MO(Z + 1, IF,), M(Z + 1, Fp)). 
We look at the exact sequence of SL(Z + 1, If,)-modules: 
(6) o+Mo(z+ 1,5,>+Aqz+ l,lF,)-+lF,+O. 
Abbreviating in the obvious manner, we obtain the following exact sequences 
from the long cohomology sequences of d and SL: 
(7) 0 + Hl(d, MO) + Hl(A, M) + Hl(d, lFJ, and 
0 + HZ(SL, MO) -+ HZ(SL, M) + Z?(SL, Fp). 
The exactness of the first sequence in (7) follows from the triviality of d on M. 
The exactness of the second sequence of (7) follows from 
H1(SL(Z + 1, FJ, ET,) g Hom(SL(Z + 1, IF,), ED,) = 0 for Z>l. 
The functoriality of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence gives us the 
following exact commutative diagram: 
(8) 1 
0 -+ F(SL, MO) + H2(SL, M) + F(SL, IF,), 
where all the vertical maps are d, . ‘J The triviality of d on M together with 
Propositions 2 and 6 show that the first row of (8) is 
(9) 0 --f 5, -+ 5, + 0. 
As a result, the second vertical map is non-zero if and only if the first vertical 
map is non-zero. This means that M = A/p/I can be replaced by MO g 
d( 1; p)/42; p) in our analysis. The group 
Hl(d(l;p), d(l;p)/d(2;p))sL’z’1,~~” z Homs,(MO, MO) g [F, 
is generated by the identity map of Me. The cup product is merely the 
evaluation of an element of Hom,,(Ms, MO) on MO. If u stands for the identity 
map on MO, then d:l(u) = -c. We had already noted that c # 0 if and only 
if (p, I) # (2,2). The P roof of Theorem 8 is complete. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. According to Steinberg [22, p. 951, H2(SL(Z + 1, [F,), FJ = 0 
for 1 > 1 holds with the exceptions (p, I) = (2,2) and (2, 3). The proof of 
his assertions was left as an exercise when p < 5. We will carry out the 
exercise later for p = 2 and deduce the case p = 3 as a corollary of some of 
our later results. When p is replaced by Q = p”, there are 3 other exceptions. 
They will not be treated because our results deal primarily with the prime 
field Fp. 
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III. VANISHING AND NON-VANISHING THEOREMS 
A large portion of this section is devoted to special cases of the following 
general problem: 
Let V be the space of column vectors of rank I + 1 > 1 over the finite 
field lFq , 4 = pn. Let A = HomFa((li( V), flj( V)), 0 < i, j < 1. Determine 
fwL(Z + 1, F*), 4. 
We concentrate our efforts on the cases with 4 = p, t < 1 and min(i,j) < 1. 
A number of our results are stability theorems. When p > 2 or when 
(i, j) # (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, l), or (3, l), these results lead to vanishing 
theorems in the “stable” range. When p = 2 and (i, j) = (1,2) or (2, I), the 
non-vanishing theorem for universal characteristic classes ~a~, I + 1 > 2, 
forces stability. This then feeds back to yield the result that va2, Z + 1 > 2, 
generates H2(GL(Z + 1, ;2), Horn& /12(L))). The difference between p > 2 
and p = 2 can be traced back to the anomalous situation described in 
Proposition II. 1. The assumption Q = p is exploited in several critical places. 
The usage amounts to the observation that additive homomorphisms between 
vector spaces of characteristic p are automatically linear over IF, . In several 
cases, we have computed (by hand) explicitly the cohomology groups in 
question. The tedious details will be omitted; instead, we sketch the basic 
steps in effecting these calculations. With patience, these calculations can be 
done (and generalized) by computers (generalizations would require a rather 
large computer). In a number of cases, the answer to our problem is 0 for 
trivial reasons. 
PROPOSITION 1. With the preceding notations, let D be the greatest common 
divisor of 1 + 1 andq - 1. 
(a) If D does not divide j - i, then Ht( SL(Z + 1, FJ, A) = 0. 
(b) If D does divide j - i, then Ht(SL(Z + 1, ffg), A) is isomorphic to 
Z?(PSL(Z + 1, FJ, A). 
Proof. The center C of SL(Z + 1, FJ is a cyclic group of order D formed 
by the scalar matrices whose eigen-values are D-th roots of 1 in Fq . C acts on 
HomFa(B( V), flj( V)) = A through multiplication by (j - i)-th power of 
the eigenvalues. We look at the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated 
with the exact sequence: 
The order D of C is prime to the order of A. Thus, Ht(C, A) = 0 for t > 0. 
H”(C, A) is 0 or A according to D does not or does divide j - i. (a) and (b) 
now follow by inspection. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2. With the preceding notations, we have: 
(a) HO(SL(Z+ l,F,J,A)isOifi~jandF~~i=j. 
(b) Ht(SL(Z + 1, lFJ, A) g Ht(SL(Z + 1, FJ, A*) for all t, where 
A* = HomFJA, F,J s HomrJAj( V), Ai( V)). 
Proof. (a) HO(SL(Z + 1, IFJ, A) s Homs,(,+,,,~(Ai( V), Aj( V)). (a) fol- 
lows from absolute irreducibility and Schur’s Lemma. 
(b) The pair of maps consisting of transpose-inverse on SL(Z + 1, F,J 
and transpose on Homrs(B( V), Aj( V)) define a semilinear isomorphism 
between A and A*. (b) now follows. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. Assertion (b) in the preceding proposition does not hold for 
arbitrary modules and arbitrary groups. It is valid for subgroups of SLFa(A) 
which are stable under the transpose inverse map of SLEq(A). As an example, 
let p 1 (I + l), Ha(SL(Z + 1, IF,), M”(Z + 1, 5,) = lF9 but 
HO(SL(Z + 1, F,), MO(Z + 1, lF9:,>*> = 0 
when either-p > 2 or 1 > 1. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let V be the space of coZumn vectors of dimension 2 over 
the prime field IFS . The cohomology groups Ht(SL(2, F,), A) are tabulated below 
(the parenthesis in the third column tabulates Ht(GL(2, IF,), A)): 
p=3 p=2 p>3and P>3 
or and t odd P>3 t>2 
A t=O t>O (P = 3) t=2 t even 
FD 5, 5, 0 0 0 
V 0 0 0 0 0 
Hom(V, V) F, 0 0 59 0 or [F, 
Proof. When p = 2 or 3, we have exact sequences: 
l+K-+SL(2,FJ+IF,+l, 
where K is the commutator subgroup. K is, respectively, cyclic of order 3 and 
quaternion of order 8. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence collapses to 
the first row and the cohomology groups can be read off directly. For 
GL(2, F,), [F, in our exact sequence is replaced by the symmetric group of 
degree 3. Again its cohomology can be read off. Indeed, forp > 2, Hom( V, V) 
is isomorphic to the direct sum of 5, and M0(2, F9). 
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Suppose p > 3. The case A = V and the case t = 0 are covered by 
Propositions 1 and 2. We may therefore assume t > 0. A can be taken to be 
IF9 or M0(2, lFp). SL(2, lFJ contains a subgroup G of order p(p - l), index 
(p + l), and a split exact sequence: 
l+G(+)+G-+G(x)+l, 
where G( X) and G(+) are, respectively, the multiplicative and additive 
group of lF=; however, G( x ) acts on G( +) through multiplication by squares. 
Ht(SL(2, IF,), A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Ht(G, A) via the restriction 
map. It is enough to show that Ht(G, A) admits the larger values asserted in 
the table for arbitrary t and that H2(SL(2, FJ, A) has the values asserted in 
the table. Using Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence we get Ht(G, A) c 
Ht( G( + ), A)G(X). G( + ) is cyclic of order p, consequently, the latter group can 
be calculated for t > 0 through periodicity, namely, for t odd, @(G, A) = 0, 
and for t even, F(G, A) = Fp . It is essential that p > 3 and we need to 
recall that SL(2, FJ acts on &Y”(2, IF,) via conjugation. When t = 2, 
F(SL(2, lFJ, lFD) = 0 according to Schur [17]. This is often stated in the 
form “SL(2, FJ is the ‘simply-connected’ covering group of PSL(2,lF$) when 
p > 3.” Theorem II.7 shows that H2(SL(2, Fp), M0(2, Fp)) # 0; conse- 
quently, it is iFD . Q.E.D. 
REMARK. The table for V can be extended to iF* for odd 4. We merely 
have to use Proposition 1. It fails for 4 = 4, (see Sah [16]). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension 1+ 1 
over the finite field IF, , 1 = 2 or 3. 
(a) Hl(SL(3, F2), A) is IF, for A = V, V*, V @ V, and V* @ V*, and 
0 for A = V* @ V z Hom( V, V). 
(b) Hl(SL(4, IF,), A) is IF, for A = A2(V), 0 for A = Hom(V V) and 
Hom( V*, V*), and IF, IJ IF, for A = V @ V. 
Proof. It is known that SL(3, Fs) E PSL(2, IF,) and that SL(4, Fs) e 2ls 
(the alternating group of degree 8), see DieudonnC [9] for more detailed 
descriptions of the exceptional isomorphisms among classical finite groups. 
Efficient sets of generators and relations are known for PSL(2, IF,) and ‘$fs 
(see Coxeter and Moser [7, p. 67 and p. 961). Direct calculation shows that 
SL(3, 52) contains the elements: 
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satisfying the relations: 
R2 z S2 = (RS)7 zzc (R-IS-IRS)4 = 1. 
These are precisely the generators and defining relations for PSL(2, F,). 
Consequnetly, they are also the generators and defining relations for SL(3, IF,). 
The calculation of the groups Hl(SL(3, IF,), A) can be carried out by the 
procedure indicated in Sah [16], namely, a normalized I-cocycle f is deter- 
mined by its values on a set of generators. f must vanish on the relators. 
Let T = RS and let U = R-?!FRS. Clearly, SL(3, F,) can be generated by 
R and T. Using the fact that 7 is odd, we can further normalize f so that 
f(T) = 0. The 1-cocycle f is then determined by the value f(R). The 
cohomology class off is therefore in bijective correspondence with the quotient 
space of permissible values f (R) modulo the space (R - I&4*. When A = V 
or V @ V, AT = 0 follows from computation of the characteristic roots of T 
operating on A. In these two cases, H1(SL(3, IF,), A) is isomorphic to the 
space of permissible values for f (R). In general, the choice f (T) = 0 forces 
f(R) = f (S). Consequently, f(R) must lie in the kernel of the operators: 
1 + S + S2 and 1 + R; moreover, f (U) must lie in the kernel of the operator 
1 + U + U2 + U3, where f (U) can be calculated in terms off(R) by means 
of the cocycle equation. The asserted values emerge from these calculations. 
We omit the details of linear algebra. 
The verifications for the asserted values of Hl(SL(4, F,), A) are similar, but 
much more tedious. We sketch the basic steps. SL(4, IF,) contains the 
elements: 
satisfying the relations: 
R7 = S7 = (l&3)4 = (R-is-lRp)2 = 1, i = 1, 2, and 3. 
These are precisely the generators and defining relations for 21, . Indeed, R 
and S can be taken to correspond to the 7-cycles (I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and 
(2, 3,4, 5, 6,7, 8) in ‘$I* . The elements R and S of SL(4, IF,) are found by the 
following procedure: 
We examine the isomorphism between SL(4, F,) and 2&, described by 
DieudonnC. Namely, SL(4, IF,) permutes the 8 maximal subsets of mutually 
non-orthogonal vectors of rank 4 in A2( V). Each of these maximal subsets has 
7 vectors and each of these vectors appear in exactly 2 such maximal subsets. 
R is chosen to be a matrix of order 7 in normal form. The 8 subsets are then 
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labeled suitably so that R corresponds to the permutation (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
reading from left to right. For 2 < i < 8, the intersection of the i-th subset 
with the 1-st subset contains exactly 1 vector in /P(V). The permutation 
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 8) can now be determined as a linear transformation AZ(S) 
on nz( V). Intersecting 2-planes in V, S can be recovered from AZ(S) as a 
projective transformation on the projective space associated to V. However, 
IF, has only 2 elements; we can therefore recover the linear transformation 
S from AZ(S). 
It is possible to check directly that R and S satisfy the relations exhibited. 
Consequently, the origins of R and S can be forgotten. The operators 
corresponding to R and S on A can be calculated. The procedure described 
earlier can be followed with a little patience. We omit further details. Q.E.D. 
We will now prepare the ground work for the next few results. Let V be the 
space of column vectors of dimension I + 1 > 2 over the prime field lFn . 
Let W be the subspace of V spanned by the first 1 unit vectors and let v 
denote the last unit vector of V. When there is no chance of confusion, lFD 
will be suppressed from expressions similar to SL(Z + 1, Es). 
We identify GL(Z) with the subgroup of SL(Z + 1) mapping W and F,v 
into W and [F,v, respectively. As GL(Z) modules, W is isomorphic to the space 
of column vectors of dimension Z over [F, while FD,v is isomorphic to nz( W)* = 
Hom(nz( W), IF,). In particular, u E GL(Z) acts on FP,v according to multi- 
plication by (det u)-r. 
We next set: 
T={a~SL(Z+l)~im(o-l)CWCker(a-l)),and 
T* = {u E SL(Z + 1) 1 im(u - 1) C E9v C ker(u - 1)). 
T and T* are abelian subgroups normalized by GL(Z) and we have split 
exact sequences: 
(1) 1 + T -+ GA(Z) -+ GL(Z) -+ I, and 
1 + T* -+ GA*(Z) + GL(Z) -+ 1. 
Each u E T acts trivially on Wand u(v) = v + w for a uniquely determined 
w E W. This defines a GL(Z) isomorphism between T and nz( W) @ W. It is 
clear that VT = Wand V/W is T-trivial. Similarly, each U* E T* acts trivially 
on [F,v and u*(w) = w + g(w)v for a uniquely determined g E W*. This 
defines a GL(Z) isomorphism between T* and Hom(/lr( W) @ W, Es,). It is 
clear that F* = IF,v and V/Fg is T*-trivial. 
The direct sum decomposition of V leads to a direct sum decomposition of 
/li(V) as GL(Z) modules: 
(2) ny V) = k(W) @ lF*v A /Ii-y W). 
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The second summand is isomorphic to Hom(/lz( W), D-l(W)). On fli( V), T 
and T* have Ai and lF,v A Ai-’ as their respective fixed point sets. 
If u E T corresponds to w E W, then a(w A wi-i) = v A wiV1 + w A wiml . 
If u* E T* corresponds to g E W* and wi = xi A *.. A xi E ni( W), then we 
have u*(Wi) = wi + z:j (-l>jg(~~) Xi A ... A Ximl A xj+i A ... A Xi. Ingeneral, 
we assert: 
(3) Hom(Ai( V), clj( V))r s Hom(Az( W) @ Ai-l( W), LF( W)) u LP( W). 
As a T-module, /P(V) . g is enerated by z, A &r(W). Consequently, a T-homo- 
morphism f : Ai( V) -+ clj( V) determines homomorphisms: 
fj: ‘U A kl( w) + b(w) and fjvl: v A di-l(W) -+ v A (li-l( W). 
By taking fjpl to be 0 we can take fj to be arbitrary. By taking fj to be 0 it is 
easy to see that fj-i must correspond to exterior multiplication by a uniquely 
determined element of fliPi( W). (3) now follows. 
The subgroups GA(Z) and GA*(Z) are “opposite” maximal parabolic 
subgroups of SL(Z + 1). They have indices prime to p in SL(Z + 1). As a 
consequence, P(SL(Z + l), A) is isomorphic to a subgroup of EP(GA(Z), A) 
and of P(GA*(Z), A) for any SL(Z + 1) module A over F9. The subgroup 
SL(Z) of GL(Z) determines corresponding subgroups SA(Z) and SA*(Z). 
Since SL(Z) has index p - 1 in GL(Z), we have 
and 
P(GA(Z), A) g ZP(SA(Z), A)GAISA 
P(GA*(Z), A) s EP(SA*(Z), A)GA*ISA*. 
In many cases, we can work with SA and SA” in place of GA and GA+; 
indeed, when p = 2, GL = SL. In such cases, all occurrences of IIz( W) and 
lF,w can be replaced by IF, . However, there are a few cases where it is essential 
that we work with GA and GA*. 
We obtain from (2) exact GA and GA* sequences: 
(4) 0 -+ x@(w) -+ L+(V) + EgJ A kl( w) -+ 0, 
0 + iFDt7 A L+-~(W) --* &(v) + lfi( w) -+ 0. 
The long cohomology sequences for T and T* with values in the respective 
sequences of (4) lead to exact sequences of GL(Z) modules: 
(5) 0 + Hom(/lr( W), N-l( W)) --f Hom( T, Ai( w)) + H1( T, Ai( V)) 
+ Hom(dz( W) @ T, Ai-l( W)) + H2( T, Ai( W)) --+ H2( T, Ai( V)) 
--f H2( T, Hom(Az( W), &-l(W)) -+ H9( T, A”(W)) + *. . 
0 -+ Ai( W) -+ Hom(Az( W) @ T*, Ai-l( W)) -+ HI(T*, k(V)) 
+ Hom( T*, Ai( W)) -+ H2( T*, Hom(/l’( W), A*-l( W))) 
+ H2( T*, k( V))+H2(T*, Ai( W)) -+Hs( T*, Hom(rlz( W), Ai-l( W))). 
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Except for iY(T, V) and Ht(T*, V), the remaining terms of the exact 
sequences of (5) can be calculated by the universal coefficient theorem. We 
recall: 
(6) For p > 2, the cohomology ring of T (respectively T*) over IF, is 
functorially isomorphic to the graded tensor product of the exterior 
algebra T* (respectively, T) in degree 1 and the polynomial algebra of T* 
(respectively, T) in degree 2. For p = 2, we drop the exterior algebra 
and shift the degree of T* (respectively, T) from 2 to 1 in the polynomial 
algebra. The space of homogeneous polynomials of degree i in T* 
(respectively, T) will be denoted by Sa(T*) (respectively, 3(T)). Here 
we ignore the difference of grading in the cohomology ring. 
The Bockstein homomorphisms in (5) can be described as follows: 
(7) In the first sequence of (5), the Bockstein homomorphism corresponds to 
the cup product with Id, in: 
U: H1(T, T) x Ht(T, lF,w @ b”(w)) --+ Ht+l(T, b(w)). 
In particular, for a t-cocycle c with values in 59 and for wi-r E rli-l( IV), 
the Bockstein image of c @ wi-r is the (t + 1)-cocycle given by 
(S(c @ wiml))(xO ,..., XJ = c(xr ,,.., xt) x0 A wi-r . In the second sequence 
of (5), the Bockstein homomorphism corresponds to the cup product 
with “contraction” in: 
U: H1( T*, Hom(L( IV), lF,w @ Ai-l( IV))) x Ht( T*, B(w)) 
+ Ht+l( T*, FDv @ di-‘( w))). 
In particular, for a t-cocycle c with values in iFP and for wi E Ai( IV), the 
Bockstein image of c @ wi is the (t + 1)-cocycle given by 
NC 0 Wi>)(h Y-4 = al 9-*Lf& OfdWi), 
wheref, acts according to “derivation.” 
It is clear that the cup products in (7) are the compositions of the cup product 
in the cohomology ring followed by canonical coefficient pairings. It is now 
easy to deduce: 
(8) Suppose i = 1. The Bockstein homomorphism in the first sequence of (5) 
is injective forp = 2 and forp > 2 with 1 < t + 1 < 1. The Bockstein 
homomorphism in the second sequence of (5) is surjective for p = 2. 
Indeed, for the second sequence of (5), it corresponds to ring multiplica- 
tion under the identification: 
Ht(T*, W) g W @ Ht(T*, IF,) E fP(T*, F,w) 0 HYT*> IF,). 
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In both (7) and (8), we have taken into account of the GL(Z) module structure; 
in particular, ED g fl”(W) and Fev z Hom(Az( IV), Fp). We recall the 
following result (see Artin [l]): 
(9) Hi(SL(Z + 1, IF,), lFp) = 0 for 1 > 1 and (p, I) # (2, 1) or (3, 1); in the 
exceptional cases, it is IF, . 
We will now examine (5) for 1 < i < Z and Z > 1. 
Suppose i = 1. (5) and (8) yield the exact sequence: 
(10) 0 + Hom(lll( W), IF,) -+ Hom( T, IV) ---f H1( T, V) -+ 0. 
Combining (9), Proposition 3, Proposition 11.2, and the cohomology sequence 
of SL(Z) as well as GL(Z), we obtain: 
(11) H1(T, V)oLo) = Hl(T, V)sL(n = 0 when (p, Z) # (2, 2); in the 
exceptional case, they are equal to IF, . 
It should be noted that (10) splits as a GL(Z) sequence whenp -t’ I; this facilitates 
the proof of (11) when (p, Z) = (3,2). It is possible to analyze (5) further and 
obtain: 
(12*) H2(T, V)oL(r) = 0 forp > 2 and (p, Z) # (3,2); it has order dividing 3 
when (p, 2) = (3,2). It is equal to lF, for p = 2 and 1 > 2 and has 
order dividing 4 when (p, Z) = (2,2). 
The second part of (12*) actually depend on results to be proved later. We 
will not use (12*). 
The first map in the second sequence of (5) is an isomorphism when i = 1. 
The analysis of the Bockstein homomorphism now yields: 
(13) Hi(T*, V) E /lz( IV) @ S2( W) for p > 2 and to f12( W) for p = 2; 
in particular, H1( T*, V) GIN) = H1( T*, V)SL(z) = 0 when (p, 2) # (2,2), 
and to F, when (p, I) = (2,2). 
Putting these information back into (5) yield the exact sequences: 
(14) 0 + Hom( T*,FDv)-+ H2(T*, V)-+ H2(T*, W) 
+ H3(T*, iF,v) -+ ..e, provided that p > 2; and 
0 -+ H2(T*, V)+ H2(T*, W)+ H3(T*,Fp) 
+ . . . . provided that p = 2. 
It is now easy to check that the Bockstein map is injective on H2( T*, w)GL(z). 
This yields: 
(15) w(T*, V)GL(Z) = 0. 
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Further analysis will depend on knowing the composition structure of tensor 
products of GL(Z) modules of the form D(W) or Sj( W). 
Suppose i = 2 < 1 - 1. The case i = 1 can be taken care of by using 
Proposition 2 and the case i = 1. The Bockstein image offE Hom( T, iFDv @ W) 
is represented by the 2-cocycle Sf: T x T -+ D(W) with (6f)(x, y) = 
f(y) A x. Using the fact that I > 3, it is easy to see that the Bockstein kernel 
is 0 for p > 2 and IF, for p = 2. For p > 2, we can take the cohomology of 
SL(Z) with values in the first three terms of the first sequence of (5) to obtain: 
(16) WT, 4V)) is isomorphic to a subgroup of H1(SL(2), W), provided 
that p > 2. 
It is easy to check that the Bockstein homomorphism is injective on 
H2(T, lF,v @ W)sL(z). In a manner similar to (16), we have: 
(17) H2( T, A2( V))=Jz) is isomorphic to a subgroup of W(SL(Z), Hom( W, W)), 
provided that p > 2 and 1 > 2. 
A crude examination of the second sequence of (5) yields: 
(18) HI(T*, /12(V))sL(n = 0 provided that I 2 4. 
For 2 < i < I - 1. A crude analysis of the exact sequences of (5) yields the 
following exact sequences: 
(19) 0 -+ W( T, (li( V))sL(z) -+ H1(SL(Z), cli-r( W)), and 
0 + IP( T*, z@( V))SLfz) -+ HI(SL(Z), /li( W)), 
provided that 2 < i < 1 - 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension If 1 > 2 
over the prime field F, . 
(a) Let 0 < i < 1. W(SL(Z + 1, IF& A”(V)) = 0 except when (p, 1, i) = 
(2,2, I), (2, 2,2) and (2,3,2). In the three exceptional cases, the group is IF, . 
(b) Let 1 < i < 1. HI(SL(Z + 1, lFp), Hom(V, D(V))) g W(SL(Z + 1, IFS), 
Hom(J( V), (V)) = 0 if either p > 2 OY p = 2 and i # 2 OY 3. The group is 
IF2 if (p, i) = (2,2) and has order dividing 2 when (p, i) = (2, 3) and I > 4. 
Proof. The case i = 0 in (a) follows from (9). The isomorphism in (b) 
follows from Proposition 2. 
(a) Let 1 < i < 1. Combining the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
associated to (1) with values in D(V) with the remarks after (3), we obtain: 
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(20) 1 @(SL(Z + 1, lF& Ai(V divides 1 HL(GA(Z, iFD), Ai(V 
and 1 H1(GA*(Z, ED,), Ai(V) 
(21) I Hr(GA(Z, EJ, (1”(V))] divides the product of I Hr( T, ni( V))oLu) I 
and j HI(GL(Z), D(W))1 = I HI(SL(Z), E(W))oLtl) I. 
(22) I Hl(GA*(Z, IF,), clr( V))( divides the product of / Hl(T*, /li( V))GL(z) ] 
and 1 Hl(GL(Z), lFp,o @ &-l(W))1 = I Hl(SL(Z), [F,e, @ D-l(IV))oL(z) I. 
Suppose i = 1. Using Proposition 3, (9), (1 I), (13), (20), (21), and (22), 
we obtain through induction on I: 
(23) Hl(SL(Z + 1, Fs), I’) = Hl(GA(Z, IF,), V) = 0 for p > 2, Z > 1; 
(24) @(SL(Z + 1, iFp), V) = Hl(GA*(Z, IF& V) = 0 for (p, I) distinct from 
(2,2) and (372). 
(25) Hl(SL(Z + 1, lF,), V) = Hl(SA(Z, IF,), I’) = 0 for Z > 2. 
It should be noted that (25) depends on (24) to start the induction. The case 
i = Z is taken care of by Proposition 2. We can now assume 2 Q i < Z - 1. 
Suppose i = 2 < 1 - 1. (16), (18), (20) through (25) together with induc- 
tion on Z yield: 
(26) HI(SL(Z + 1, iF& -@(I’)) = Hl(GA(Z, lFJ, A2(V)) = 0 for p > 2, 
z> 1. 
(27) Hl(SL(Z + 1, IF,), f12(V)) = Hl(GA*(Z, !F& n2(V)) = 0 for 1 > 4. 
(28) Hl(SL(Z + 1, iFs), A2(V)) = Hl(SA(Z, [F,), n2(V)) = 0 for 1 > 5. 
At this point, we are beyond the obstacles presented by Proposition 4. 
Furthere analysis of the Bockstein map in studying the structure of 
HI(SA(3, (Fe), D(V)) leads to complications, namely, we run into the 2-Sylow 
subgroup of order 64 in Suzuki’s simple group Sz(8) = C,*(S) of order 
S2(S2 + 1)(8 - 1) [23]. 
Suppose 2 < i < Z - 1. We note again that Proposition 2 and the case 
i = 2 takes care of i = Z - 1. In particular, (a) is completely proved for Z = 4 
and p arbitrary. We can now combine (19) through (28) with induction on Z to 
get 
(29) Hl(SL(Z + 1, lF& Ai( V)) = HI(GA(Z, lFp), Ai( 
= Hl(GA*(Z, Ep), D(V)) = 0 for 2<i<Z-1. 
The proof of (a) is now completed by using Proposition 4 to take care of the 
three exceptional cases. 
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Proof of(b). We apply the exact functors Hom( V’, -) and Hom(-, V) to 
the first exact sequence of (4) and look at the long cohomology sequence of 
GA(Z) with values in the resulting exact sequences. (3) together with Proposi- 
tion 2 allow us to truncate the first three terms of these sequences. This yields 
exact sequences: 
(30) 0 -+ ZF(GA(Z), Hom( V, ni( W))) + Hl(GA(Z), Hom( V, (1’(V))) 
-+ ZF(GA(Z), Hom( V, fl”-l( W) @ IF&), 
0 -+ @(GA(Z), Hom(/l’-l( W) @ FDv, V) 
-+ Hl(GA(Z), Hom(D( V), V)) 
+ Hl(GA(Z), Hom(&( W), V)). 
Let B = /l*(W) or &-l(W) @ F,o. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
associated with (1) leads to exact sequences: 
(31) 0 -+ Hr(GL(Z), Hom(FDw, B)) -+ Hl(GA(Z), Hom(V, B)) 
-+ H1( T, Hom( V, B))GL(z), 
0 -+ iYl(GL(Z), Hom(B, W)) -+ Hl(GA(Z), Hom(B, V)) 
+ Hr(T, Hom(B, V))oL(z). 
Combining the universal coefficient heorem with the fact that T is trivial on B, 
we can analyze the third term of the exact sequences in (31). 
Combining (13), Propositions 2, 3, preceding case (a) together with the 
first exact sequence of (31) we have: 
(32) Hl(SL(Z + 1, iFp), Hom( V, D(V))) 
= Hl(GA(Z, F,), Hom( V, ni( V))) = 0, provided that either p > 2, or 
p = 2, i f 2 or 3 and (i, 1) # (1,2), (1, 3). 
(33) I fWLV + 1, IF,), Hom(l/; 4Wl 
< 1 H1(SA(Z, IF,), Hom(V, JV)))l < 2 for i = 2 or 3 and Z > 4. 
Proposition 4 together with (32) yield the vanishing assertions of (b). 
Applying the exact functor Hom(B, -) to (10) yields the exact sequence of 
GL(Z) modules: 
(34) 0 -+ Hom(B @ A’(W), lF9) -+ Hom(B, Hom( T, W)) 
-+ H1( T, Hom(B, V)) + 0. 
Except when (p, Z) = (3,2), (2,2), or (2,3), we actually have 
HI(GL(Z), Hom(B @ AZ(W), F*)) = 0 
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for B = cli(W) or /l-l(W) @ F9v. When (p, I) = (3, 2) or (2, 3), (10) 
actually splits as a GL(2) sequence. Consequently we have an exact sequence: 
(35) 0 - HomGLm(B C3n"W'>, IF,) -+ HomGLdB, HOW, W)) 
-+ H1( T, Hom(B, V))oL(z) -+ 0, provided that (p, 2) # (2, 2). 
It is now easy to deduce from Propositions 11.1 and II.2 that: 
(36) H1(T, Hom(B, V))GL(l) = 0 provided that (p, I) # (2,2). 
Combining (30), (31) and (36) yield: 
(37) 1 Hl(GA(Z), Hom(F( V), V))l divides the product of 
/ H’(GL(Z), Hom(ni-l( IV) @ Fav, IV))1 and 
1 F(GL(Z), Hom(fli(W), IV))/ provided that (p, 1) # (2, 2). 
Induction on 1 together with case (a) yield: 
(38) Hl(SL(Z+ 1, F9), Hom(rli( V), I’)) = Hl(GA(Z, F,), Hom(&( V), V)) =0 
provided that p > 2 or (p, i) = (2, 1) and Z > 4. 
(38) is similar to (32) and asserts less. When (p, ;) = (2,2), we can combine 
(37) with the already verified vanishing assertions of (b) to conclude that: 
(39) I fWW + 1, IF,), Ho+V’), W d I fVJ4), Hom(A2(W WI 
provided that Z > 2. 
Induction on 1 together with Proposition 4 now yield: 
(40) j Hl(SL(Z + 1, F,), Hom(A2(V), V))i ,< 2 provided that Z > 2. 
In view of Proposition 4, (33) and (40), the proof of(b) will be complete when 
we show that HI(SL(Z + 1, [F,), Hom( V, f12(V))) # 0 for all Z > 2. 
Suppose for some Z > 2, F(SL(Z + 1, IF,), Hom(I’, A2(V))) = 0. 
Combining Proposition 2, Theorem 11.8, and Proposition 1.10, we can 
conclude that ,H2(GL(Z + 1, iz), Horn&, A2(L))) = 0. However, Theorem I. 12 
showed that ,H2(GL(Z + 1, Z), Horn&, A2(L))) contains the non-zero 
universal characteristic class v22 for Z 3 2. This is the desired contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
REMARK. Theorem 5 can be made completely independent of the omitted 
hand calculations of Proposition 4. In order to accomplish this, we need to 
delete the three exceptional cases of (a) and the cases of (b) corresponding 
to i = 1 or 2 and Z = 2, 3 or 4, (the case (i, I) = (1,4) can be retained.) 
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It is also easy to check that 1 H1(SL(5, IF,), Hom( V, n3( V)))/ divides 4. This is 
the only case not covered by Proposition 4 or Theorem 5 in the range con- 
sidered. 
We have neither stability theorem nor non-vanishing theorem for 
Hl(SL(Z + 1, [F,), Hom( V, n3( V))). A s a result, we only have the bounds 
stated in Theorem 5 and in the preceding paragraph. In theory, these groups 
can be calculated by using Steinberg’s presentation and following the 
procedure outlined in the proof of Proposition 4. However, this would require 
the help of a rather large computer. 
If Hl(SL(3, IF,), V) were 0, then we would be able to deduce from the 
cohomology sequence that Hl(SL(3, [F,), V @ V) = 0. This can be combined 
with (39) to force H1(SL(Z + 1, [F,), Hom( V, nz( V))) = 0 for all 2 > 1. 
In turn, we would have obtained the vanishing of all universal characteristic 
classes ozi. 
For certain subgroups r of GL(Z + 1, Z), the associated characteristic 
class vz2 can be followed until it appears in the cohomology group of a 
suitable finite group. In such cases, it is possible to check the vanishing or 
non-vanishing of 022. Again, the use of a computer may be necessary. The 
case of Hl(SL(4, IF,), Hom( V, A2( V))) is particularly interesting. The lack of 
symmetry makes hand calculation very tedious. The subgroup Sp(4, IF,) of 
SL(4, F2) is known to be isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 6. The 
identification of this subgroup with the symmetric group exhibits explicitly 
the outer automorphism of the symmetric group of degree 6. The calculation 
of its associated characteristic class is being carried out on a computer. 
THEOREM 6. Let L be the free abelian group of integra2 column vectors of 
rank Z + 1 > 2. Let A = Hom(&(L), k(L)) with 0 < i \<j < 1 and 0 < i < 1. 
(a) HI(SL(Z + 1, Z), A) = 0. 
(b) H2(SL(Z + 1, Z), A) has 0 odd torsion and its 2-torsion is 0 in cases 
other than those listed below: 
(1) ,H2(SL(Z + 1, Z), Hom(L, A2(L))) s z/22; 
(2) ,H2(SL(Z + 1, Z), Hom(L, At(L))) C 2/22 for 1 > 4; 
(3) 2H2(SL(3, Z), L) s 2H2(SL(3, if>, Hom(L, L)), 
2H2(SL(4, Z), B(L)) S E/2Z. 
(4) 2H2(SL(4, Z), Hom(L, A3(L))) E Z/2E u Z/2E. 
(c) H2(GL(Z + 1, Z), Hom(L, A2(L))) g 
ss ,H2(SL(Z + 1, Z), Hom(L, A2(L))) g 2/22 
is generated by the universal characteristic lass v22. 
(d) If Z + 1 > 4, then the universal characteristic lass vi+’ is 0. 
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Proof. According to Proposition 11.6, Hl(SL(Z + 1, ;2), A) is a free abelian 
group of finite rank. Combining Proposition 4, Theorem 5, Proposition 1.8, 
and Theorem II.8 and pitting p = 2 against p > 2, we obtain (a) and (b). 
The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence associated to the exact sequence 
l-+SL(Z+l,Z)+GL(Z+l,Z)+GL/SL+l 
together with (a) yield the exact sequence 
0 -+ H2(GL/SL, A=) --+ H2(GL, A) -+ H2(SL, A)oLIsL. 
The universal charactesistic class, vZt lies in the group H2(GL, A) with 
i=t-lad n j = t. According to Proposition 11.6, AsL = 0 when i # j. 
When j - i is odd, we have noted that 2H2(GL, A) = 0. Consequently we 
have an exact sequence: 
0 --f H2(GL, A) -+ 2H2(SL, A), where (j,j) = (t - 1, t). 
When t = 2, Theorem I.12 showed that H2(GL, A) # 0 because it contains 
v22 # 0. (c) now follows from (1) of(b). When t = I + 1, A is isomorphic to 
L and (d) follows from (b). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 7. H2(SL(Z + 1, IF,), ffD) = 0 for 1 3 1 with the exceptions: 
1 = 1, p < 5; andp = 2, Z = 2 and 3. In the exceptional cases, thegroup is Fp . 
Proof. The assertion is due to Schur [17, 181 for Z = 1. The exceptional 
cases p = 2, Z = 2 and 3 can be deduced from Schur’s result by using the 
isomorphisms: SL(3, F,) z PSL(2, ff,) and SL(4, F2) g PI,. When p > 5, 
the assertion is due to Steinberg through a direct calculation using his 
presentations [22, p. 93-951; the cases p < 5 were left by Steinberg as an 
exercise. We will provide a proof for p > 2 independent of Steinberg’s 
relations; when p = 2 and Z + 1 > 5, we imitate Schur and Steinberg. 
We know that H2(SL(Z + 1, IFS), IF,) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
H2(GA*(Z, F,), FJ. The Hochschild-S erre spectral sequence associated to (1) 
preceding Theorem 5 shows that the order of H2(SL(Z + 1, IF,), IF,) divides 
the product of 1 Ei*t(FJ with s + t = 2. 
I$*‘( IF,) g Hl(GL(Z), H1( T*, F,)) E Hr(SL(Z), T)GLu). 
This last group is 0 except when (p, I) = (2,3) according to Theorem 5. 
Igr2( F,) gg H”( T*, QGL? 
We can deduce from (6) preceding Theorem 5 that this group is 0 except 
when (p, Z) = (2, 2). Consequently, / H2(SL(Z + 1, IF& a’,)[ divides 
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1 IP(GL(Z, FJ, ED,>] = 1 H2(SL(Z, lFJ, lFD)GLcz) 1 when p > 2, 1 > 1 or when 
p = 2 and 1 > 3. 0 ur assertion for p > 2 now follows from Proposition 3 
which referred to Schur. It remains for us to show H2(SL(Z + 1, lF2), [F,) = 0 
for Z + 1 > 5. For this, we look at the long cohomology sequence of 
SL(Z + 1,5,) with values in the exact sequence of trivial modules: 
(1) 0 - IF, - Q/Z ---L Q/Z - 0. 
Using Hl(SL(Z+ 1, IF,), Q/Z) g Hom(SL(Z + 1, [F,), Q/Z) = 0 for Z + 1 > 2, 
we obtain the isomorphism: 
(2) H2(SL(l + 1, F2), IF,) s% ,H”(SL(Z + 1, F2), cl/q. 
It is clearly enough to show that H2(SL(Z + 1, lF2), Q/Z) = 0 for Z + 1 > 5. 
According to Steinberg [20], SL(Z + 1, IF,) can be generated by -rij , 
1 < i # j < 1 + 1 with defining relations: 
(3) Tfj = 1; 7$ruv = r,,rij for i#vandj#u; and 
r@-jv = rivrjurij for i # v. 
We write multiplicatively Q/Z as the group of root of 1 in the field of complex 
numbers. Let f be a normalized 2-cocycle corresponding to the central group 
extension: 
(4) o+Q/z+E+SL(z+ l,lF,)-+l. 
We must show that this sequence splits when Z + 1 > 5. Let tij E E be 
representatives of the coset 7ii . Since H2(C, Q/Z) = 0 for any cyclic group 
acting trivially on Q/z we can take tfi = 1. We obtain the following relations 
in E: 
(5) ti” = 1 for 1 <i#j<Z+l; 
(6) t&J = b(i, j; v) t,& for i#v,j#u;and 
(7) tiitiv = c(i, j, v) tivtivtij for i # 0. 
b(i, j; u, v) and c(i, j, v) are suitable roots of 1 with i, j, u, w restricted in the 
manner indicated. Calculate (tijt,J,)’ by using (5) and (6) yields: 
(8) b(i, j; u, v)” = 1 for i # v and j # II. 
Using I+ 1 > 5, we can find T and s so that r, s, i, j, and v are five distinct 
integers between 1 and Z + 1. Conjugate (7) by t,, and use (6) we can conclude 
that: 
(9) b(r, s; i, j)” = b(r, s; i, v) when r, s, i, j, and v are all distinct. 
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(8) and (9) yield: 
(10) b(i,j; u, w) = 1 when i, j, u, and z, are all distinct. 
Let ;, j, u and v be distinct. Conjugate (3) by t,, and by tiu; we get: 
(11) b(u, V; i, V) = 1 = b(i, u; i, V) for i, u, and v distinct. 
In view of the restriction on the indices, (10) and (11) yield: 
(12) wu, = t,,tii holds for i # v and j # u. 
Calculate (tiituvtii)2 by using (5) and (7) yields: 
(13) c(i, j, w)” = 1 for i, j, and z, distinct. 
Let i, j, u, and v be distinct. Conjugate (7) by tj,tuitiu yields: 
(14) c(i, j, V) = c(i, u, V) for i, j, u, and v distinct. 
Let c(i, V) = -& 1 be the common value of c(i, j, V) according to (13) and (14). 
Set Tii = c(i, j)tij . It is now clear that Tij satisfy the relations (3) for 7ii . 
Since these are defining relations, the map sending 7ij onto Tii extends to a 
splitting homomorphism. This means H2(SL(Z + 1, F,), Q/z) = 0 when 
1+135. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. The preceding proposition is often stated in the form “K2 of a 
finite field is 0.” For i > 2, the exact sequence in Proposition I.8 becomes 
difficult to handle. In particular, we do not have results similar to 
Theorem 11.8. In the special case of trivial coefficients, it is known that, 
forZ+l >5,H2(SL(Z+1,Z),F~)isOforp>2andIF2forp=2.Thisis 
stated in the form “K,(Z) = Z/2iz” ( see Milnor [15] and Steinberg [22]). 
THEOREM 8. Let V be the space of column vectors of dimension Z + 1 > 2 
over the prime JieZd IF, . 
(a) Let 1 < i < 1. H2(SL(Z + 1, F,), Ai( = 0 prowided that either 
p>2orp=2,i=lorZwithZ>5.Whenp=2,i=l,and2<Z<4, 
its order divides 4. 
(b) H3(SL(Z+1,1F~),F,)=Oforp>5;itsorderdivides ~Hs(SL(Z,FJ,lF~)] 
for p = 3 or 5 with Z > 4 andfor p = 2 with Z 3 5. 
Proof. We divide the proof of (a) into cases: 
Case (al). i = 1 (therefore also i = Z by Proposition 2). As before, 
1 H2(SL(Z + l), V)/ divides 1 H2(GA*(Z), V)l. Using the Hochschild-Serre 
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spectral sequence, the latter divides the product of 1 HZ(GL(Z), lFp)I, 
I fWW), HV*, VI and 1 HO(GL(Z), H2(T*, I’))/. According to (15) 
preceding Theorem 5, 1 HO(GL(Z), H2(T*, I’))1 = 1. Combining (13) 
preceding Theorem 5, Theorem 5 and Proposition 3 (when (p, I) = (3,2)) 
we see that 1 fl(GL(Z), Hl(T*, V))l = 1 except when (p, Z) = (2,2), (2, 3) 
and (2,4); in these three exceptional cases, it is 2. The observation that 
W(T*, V), for p > 2, is the GL(Z) direct summand s2(W) @ (1’(W) of 
W @ W @ nz( W) facilitates the preceding argument. By using Proposi- 
tion 7, we have 1 H2(GL(Z), [F,v)l = 1 except when (p, I) = (3,2), (2,2), (2,3) 
and (2,4); in these four exceptional cases, it is p. The spectral sequence also 
shows that the inflation homomorphism carries H2(GL(Z), F$v) injectively 
into H2(GA*(Z), I’). The proof of (a) for i = 1 can be completed by showing 
that the image of H2(GL(2, IF,), 5,~) in H2(GA*(2, iFa), V) under the inflation 
map meets the image of the restriction homomorphism from H2(SL(3, Fa), V) 
to H2(GA*(2, F,), Y) at 0. Suppose false. We can then find a non-split group 
extension E of I’ by SL(3, F,) such that the restriction to GA*(2, Es) is the 
inflation of a non-split group extension of lF,v by GL(2, IF,). This means 
721 E GA*(2, IF,) is represented by t,r E E such that tzi is a non-trivial element 
of F,v C I’. A calculation shows that the norm of 721 on V is 0. This means 
that every element of the coset of t,, in E mod V has order 9. Since the 
restriction to GA*(2, Fa) is the inflation from GL(2, F,), it follows that, 
7a2 E GA*(2, Fa) is represented by t,, E E with ts2 of order 3. The same 
norm calculation shows that every element of the coset of t,, has order 3. 
In SL(3, IF,), the subgroup generated by 721 is conjugate to the subgroup 
generated by 7a2 (this is not true in GA*(2, iFa)>; consequently, the coset oft,, 
must have the same order structure as the coset of t,, or tit. In either event, 
we have a contradiction. Thus H2(SL(3, IF,), V) = 0 as desired. It should be 
noted that the norm calculation is not valid for p = 2; consequently, the 
preceding argument does not work for p = 2. 
Case (aa). 2 < i < Z - 1, in particular, Z 3 3. We restrict ourselves to 
p > 2. We first consider the case i = 2 (therefore also i = Z - 1 by 
Proposition 2). As in Case (a,), I H2(SL(Z + 1, Fp), f12(V))1 divides the 
product of I H2(GL(Z), A2(W))l, I IP(GL(Z), Hl(T, f12(V)))l and I HO(GL(Z), 
H2( T, A2( V)))I. Using Z > 2, we can combine (16), (17) preceding Theorem 5 
with Theorem 5 itself to conclude that all three factors are 1. We may now 
assume 2 < i < I - 1 so that 1 > 4. Using the first exact sequence of (4), 
we can conclude that j H2(SL(Z + I), E(V))/ divides the product of 
1 H2(GA(Z), k(W))1 and / H2(GA(Z), Ai-l(W))/. With j = i - 1 or i, 
1 H2(GA(Z), nj( W))l divides the product of I Hz(GL(Z), /Ij( W))l, I Hi(GL(Z), 
H1(T, Aj(W)))/, and / HO(GL(Z), H2(T, Aj(W)))j. Using 2 <j < 1 - 1 it is 
easy to combine (6) preceding Theorem 5, Theorem 5 itself, together with 
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induction on I and conclude that all the relevant factors are 1. This completes 
the proof of (a). 
Proofof( 1 Hs(SL(Z + 1, [F,), FJl divides the product of 1 H3(GL(Z), F9)I, 
I WGW @CT> 5&I, I WGUO, H2(T, F&I, and I HO(GL(z), H3(T,Fp))I. 
The coefficient modules can be determined from (6) preceding Theorem 5. 
It is easy to check that the last three factors are 1 provided that Z 3 4 for 
p = 3 or 5 and Z 2 5 for p = 2. The checking process combines (a), 
Theorem 5 and a determination of the composition structure of the SL(Z, F,) 
modules S2( W*) and s3( W*). The proof of (b) can be completed for p > 5 
by using induction on 1 with the help of Proposition 3. Q.E.D. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
There is no difficulty in extending the results on characteristic classes to 
modp lattices. The exact sequence of Theorem II.7 appears to play the same 
role for the mod p characteristic classes w22 as the exact sequence (20) preceding 
Theorem I. 12. Our inductive argument could be used provided that we have 
vanishing theorems for suitable cohomology groups with coefficient modules 
of the form Hom( V, S2( V)). The difficulty lies with the case p = 2. For 
lattices, Charlap-Vasquez constructed homomorphisms carrying w2s onto v2z. 
It is not evident that these constructions can be carried over to mod p lattices. 
As a consequence, it is not apparent that v22 for mod p lattices carries as much 
weight as in the case of lattices. 
The fact that @(SL(Z + 1, lF2), Hom( V, A2( V))) = IF, indicates the 
existence of a non-split exact sequence of SL(Z + 1, IF,) modules: 
O+A2(V)-+ u+ v-0. 
We can form the split extension of U by SL(Z + 1, E,), say E. We do not 
know if it is possible that E could be C(T)/(T) where C(T) is the centralizer 
of a central involution 7 in the 2-Sylow subgroups of finite simple groups. For 
special values of 1, there might be non-split extensions in place of E. The only 
meager evidence we have justifying this question is the fact that we ran into 
the Suzuki simple group Sz(8) in the calculation of Hl(SL(4, lF,), c12( V)). 
Except for the results of Char-lap and Vasquez, we do not know of any 
“natural” interpretation of the characteristic classes vrt for r > 2. 
Our results appear to be strongly dependent on the fact that we are working 
with Z and prime fields IF,. In particular, we do not have results on the 
cohomology groups of SL(Z + 1, IF,) f or arbitrary finite fields EU with coeffi- 
cients in modules similar to the ones considered. Moreover, the general 
composition structures of the SL(Z + 1, F9) modules formed by arbitrary 
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finite tensor products of LP( V) and Sj( V) do not appear to be known. There 
appears to be some connection between this question and Quillen’s results 
(announced but not yet published) on the cohomology and K-theory of the 
general linear groups over a finite field. In a vague sense, our results can be 
viewed as “stable results based on K-theory calculations in the unstable 
range.” 
There is also some vague evidence that our calculations should be related 
to the geometry of Tits. This relation, if it exists, might be the path that allows 
for generalizations from IF, to arbitrary finite fields iF* . 
It is apparent that similar questions concerning the cohomology groups 
can be raised for all Chevalley groups. The case of Sp(21, IF,) and Sp(21, Z) is 
especially interesting because of its connection with fibered systems of abelian 
varieties over symmetric spaces in the sense of Kuga. As indicated in the 
introduction, this particular question will be considered elsewhere. 
Note added during proof, March 1, 1974. J. P. Serre kindly pointed out the calcula- 
tions in Theorem II.7 are similar to those in his book, “Abelian I-adic Representations 
and Elliptic Curves,” p. IV-23 to IV-28, W. A. Benjamin, New York, 1968 (the 
group G has order 12 in exercise 2). Computer calculations made by D. Prener showed 
that us* is not zero on Sp(21, Z) for 1 = 2. It is easy to show directly that it is not 
zero for 1 > 2. 
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